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Executive Summary
o v e r v i e w

ILLUME Advising (the research team) was hired by the Massachusetts Program Administrators
(“the PAs”) to conduct a marketing and engagement survey to assess the statewide campaign,
Mass Save®. This report presents the key findings and recommendations resulting from this
statewide marketing assessment.
The PAs, including Berkshire Gas, Blackstone Gas Company, Cape Light Compact, Columbia
Gas, Eversource, Liberty Utilities, National Grid, and Unitil have
implemented the Mass Save campaign since 2012. During 2018 and
2019, the PAs continued their awareness campaign to promote Mass
Save. The primary objective of the Mass Save campaign is to increase
residential and commercial customer awareness of, and participation
in, energy efficiency programs and solutions, offered jointly by the
Massachusetts PAs, and to drive customers to the Mass Save website
for efficiency information and solutions.

RESEARCH METHODS & OBJECTIVES
The goals of the current study were to:

SURVEY OVERVIEW
Primary data collection included a general population
survey of residential and small business customers.

609

308

RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

Response rate of 8.5%

Response rate of 4%

1

Continue the longitudinal assessment of
key awareness metrics, such as overall
awareness and Mass Save brand familiarity;

2

Assess whether changes in awareness are
due to Mass Save campaign changes;

3

Measure customer awareness of specific
energy efficiency programs;

4

Explore the relationship between customers’
brand and program awareness, their
intention to make behavior changes, and
actual behavior changes and participation in
energy efficiency programs;

5

Explore customers’ understanding of Mass
Save sponsorship; and

6

Continue to gather feedback on the Mass
Save website, which was redesigned in 2017.
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RESIDENTIAL SPECIFIC FINDINGS

609

survey
completes

M E S S AG I N G & S P O N S O R S H I P AWA R E N E S S
Nearly two-thirds (62%) of
residential customers believe
that messaging they have
heard about Mass Save is clear,
returning to 2017 levels after a
slight decline in 2018.

overall story

Over half of customers
believe that their PAs sponsor
Mass Save, and this is similar
across the residential general
population, Latino, and lowincome customer segments.

There are notable differences
in aided versus unaided
awareness of the brand.
Aided, 70% of residential
customers said they had seen
or heard of “Mass Save”, while
unaided, 34% of customers
mentioned Mass Save as an
organization that promotes
energy efficiency.

Awareness, familiarity, and participation in
Mass Save programs remains strong this year.
Awareness and familiarity of the Mass

Website awareness also remains relatively

Save brand remains strong among both

strong, returning to its 2017 levels after

residential and business customers, with

a spike last year (2018). Residential
and
62%

a marked increase in awareness among

business customers are more engaged

Latino residential customers this year.

with the website this year compared to last

Since 2013, business customer awareness

40%
year, demonstrated
by more customers

of the brand has outpaced residential

visiting the site multiple times.

Mass Save brand familiarity remains
high among residential customers
who have seen or heard the term
Mass Save and continues its upward
trend for the last five years.

customer awareness, and that trend

WEBSITE

continued in 2019.

Residential customer awareness of
the Mass Save website returned to its
2017 levels, after a spike in 2018. This
year, 63% of customers were aware of
the website, compared to 77% in 2018
and 62% in 2017.
Customers who have visited the
website are more likely to have
participated in an energy efficiency
program.
Low-income and Latino customers
use the website to find different types
of information: low-income customers
most often use the website to
search for information on energy
assessments, while Latino customers
most often use it to find information
on rebates and incentives.
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P A R T I C I P AT I O N
Two-thirds of respondents are aware
of programs to help them save energy
in their homes.
Program participation rates among
those who are aware of the Mass Save
brand hold steady to 2018 levels, with
61% reporting participation in 2018
and 62% in 2019.
The more residential customers are
familiar with the brand, the more
likely they are to be aware of, and
have participated in, an energy-saving
program.

AWA R E N E S S
Awareness of the Mass Save brand
holds steady among residential
customers, with 70% saying that
have seen or heard the term, “Mass
Save.”
There has been a substantial increase
in Latino customer awareness from
when it was first measured in 2017,
offering evidence that marketing
strategies are proving effective
among this population.
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RESIDENTIAL SPECIFIC FINDINGS

COMMERCIAL SPECIFIC FINDINGS

OV E R A L L

OV E R A L L

The Latino population
demonstrated a marked
increase in awareness of
the Mass Save brand of 27
percentage points, from
when it was first measured
in 2017 to this year.

Mass Save awareness among commercial
customers remains strong in 2019, maintaining
the high of 81% first established in 2018.
AWARENESS OF MASS SAVE

Marketing Outreach Contributes to
Message Clarity and Customer Favorability

The majority
(94%) view Mass
Save favorably.

Q:

Nearly 90% of customers who had heard of Mass
Save remembered seeing some type of outreach,
most often via their energy bills.

“What do you most
associate with
Mass Save?”

A:

“All things needed to make a
more efficient running home,
from appliances to furnaces and
(everything) in between.”
- Residential Customer

Q:
A:

“What do you
associate with
Mass Save?”

Awareness of the Mass Save brand is
high among all commercial business
types, ranging from 72% of service

“A lower billing
amount, saving
energy, saving the
planet.”
- Commercial Customer

4

AWA R E N E S S

industry and retail customers to 100%
of industrial customers. Commercial
customers are also likely to be familiar
with the brand, with 66% saying they
were either somewhat or very familiar.
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COMMERCIAL SPECIFIC FINDINGS

308

survey
completes

MES SAG ING &
S P O NSORSHI P
AWA RENESS
Commercial outreach channels appear to be
effective in reaching commercial customers, with
96% of customers saying that have seen or heard
some type of Mass Save outreach. Word of mouth
plays a particularly important role in disseminating
information to commercial customers, with nearly
half reporting that they have learned of Mass Save
this way.
Overall, commercial respondents who believe
Mass Save messaging is clear has increased since
2015, from 82% then to 86% this year. In addition,

WEBSITE
Two-thirds of all commercial customers were
aware of the Mass Save website. The highest
levels of website awareness were among
respondents working in real estate; these
respondents also had high levels of brand
awareness (91%).
More commercial customers engaged with the
website this year than last year. Commercial
customers who visited the website at least once
increased from 41% in 2018 to 59% in 2019,
and the number of customers who visited the
website once doubled between 2018 and 2019
(12% to 25%).
Most commonly, commercial customers visit
the Mass Save website in search of information
on rebates and incentives for their businesses.

over half of commercial customers believe that
their PAs sponsor Mass Save, and this was similar
across all business segments.
Similar to the residential customer segment, there
are differences in aided versus unaided awareness
of the brand. Aided, 81% of commercial customers
reported hearing or seeing the term Mass Save,
while unaided, 40% mentioned Mass Save as an
organization that promotes energy efficiency.

P A R T I C I P AT I O N
Commercial customer program awareness
is consistent with 2018 levels, with more
than half of commercial respondents saying
they know of programs to help them save
energy in their business. Among those
customers who are aware of programs,
56% have actually participated in a program.
Participation levels are highest among
commercial customers who recognize that
Mass Save offers efficiency solutions for both
their homes and businesses.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since 2012, the Massachusetts Program Administrators (PAs) have implemented the Mass Save® campaign,
serving as a statewide umbrella marketing campaign promoting energy efficiency programs. To date, the
state’s evaluation efforts have focused on tracking Mass Save brand awareness over time among residential
and commercial customers. Year-over-year, there has been a continued upward trend in awareness, with
overall awareness levels reaching their highest levels when we last reported on them in February 2018, at
73% for residential customers and 81% for commercial customers.
The goals of this current study were to:
•

Continue the longitudinal assessment of key awareness metrics, such as overall awareness and
Mass Save brand familiarity

•

Assess whether changes in awareness are due to Mass Save campaign changes

•

Measure customer awareness of specific energy efficiency programs

•

Explore the relationship between customers’ brand and program awareness, their intention to
make behavior changes, and actual behavior changes and participation in energy efficiency
programs

•

Explore customers’ understanding of Mass Save sponsorship

•

Continue to gather feedback on the Mass Save website, which was redesigned in 2017

We used a mixed-mode approach, including both telephone and web surveys, among residential and
commercial customers. In total, we surveyed 609 residential and 308 commercial customers.
In this report, we begin by presenting an overview of the 2018 and 2019 Mass Save campaigns along with
our research objectives, activities, and methods. We structure the outcomes of our research around five
key findings:
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FINDING

1
Brand
awareness
holds steady
and there was
a marked
increase in
awareness
among Latino
residential
customers.

FINDING

FINDING

FINDING

FINDING

2

3

4

5

Website
awareness is
leveling off,
but
engagement
with the
website is
increasing.

Marketing
outreach
effectively
reaches
customers in a
variety of ways
and contributes
to message
clarity and
customer
favorability.

There was a
downward shift
in residential
customers
reporting that
Mass Save
promotes
energy
efficiency, and
an upward shift
in those
reporting that
their utilities or
energy
efficiency
service
providers
promote
efficiency, from
last year to this
year

Familiarity with
the Mass Save
brand
corresponds
with higher
awareness of
energy
efficiency
programs and
program
participation.

2 0 1 8 A N D 2 0 1 9 C A M PA I G N O V E R V I E W
During 2018 and 2019, the Massachusetts energy efficiency PAs, including Berkshire Gas, Blackstone Gas
Company, Cape Light Compact, Columbia Gas, Eversource, Liberty Utilities, National Grid, and Unitil,
continued their awareness campaign to promote Mass Save. The primary objective of the Mass Save
campaign is to increase residential and commercial customer awareness of energy efficiency programs and
solutions, offered jointly by the Massachusetts PAs, and to drive customers to the Mass Save website.
Evaluation teams conducted pre- and post-campaign surveys. Thereafter, the evaluation teams surveyed
customers shortly after a media year (for example, during quarter 1 of 2015, the survey measured 2014
marketing and campaign efforts). In 2018 and 2019, the Mass Save campaigns ran nearly continuously, with
the exception of short media pauses. Our team conducted the last awareness and marketing survey during
quarter 1 of 2018, measuring the effects of the 2017 marketing efforts. This year (2019), we conducted the
survey during quarter 2; as such, this measures marketing efforts that took place during 2018 and the first
half of 2019. 1

1

The survey was originally planned for quarter 1 of 2019; however, data delays shifted survey field timing to quarter 2.
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FIGURE 1: 2018 MASS SAVE AWARENESS CAMPAIGN 2
2 Campaign
Pre-campaign
survey
Post-campaign
survey

2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

2 2 2

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

The 2018 and 2019 Mass Save campaigns used a variety of marketing channels such as digital, radio, outof-home, and print channels to reach residential and C&I customers. Within each media channel, PAs used
several tactics to reach customers. For example, digital included native advertising, programmatic digital
radio, Facebook, Twitter, paid searches, and more.
In addition to the general population of residential and commercial customers, the 2018 and 2019
campaigns also targeted specific residential customer segments, including low-income customers and
Spanish and Portuguese-speaking customers. 3 The campaigns used to reach Spanish and Portuguese
speakers consisted of translated content that ran in specific channels throughout different geographic
regions; for example, with select print media pieces translated into Spanish for publications such as El
Planeta, and with bus side and commuter rail Spanish-language advertisements. Messaging for both
residential and commercial customers focused on the ease with which customers can save money and
energy with Mass Save.
The 2018 and 2019 Mass Save campaigns ran nearly year-round in digital channels, including social media
and paid search, with the exception of some media pauses during September 2018. Ads deployed via
channels such as TV, radio, public transportation, and print ran during specific months throughout the year
(Figure 2 and Figure 3). Through TV and the radio, the campaign targeted low-income customers.
FIGURE 2: 2018 MASS SAVE AWARENESS CAMPAIGN

For ease of reporting, campaigns are reported here on a monthly basis although they may not have been run the entire month.
Source document provided by the PAs: “2018 Mass Save Connections Plan_Rev.7.pdf.”

2

The campaign developed media pieces for Portuguese-speaking populations within Massachusetts; however, given the smaller
population size of this group, we did not include them in the statewide survey and as such, do not focus on that customer segment
here.

3
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We conducted surveys during June and July of 2019. Figure 3, below, represents the 2019 Mass Save
awareness campaign marketing activities that took place during quarter 2 of 2019, and the planned
activities for the remainder of the year. 4
FIGURE 3: 2019 MASS SAVE AWARENESS CAMPAIGN 5

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES
To support the Mass Save campaign, the research team fielded general population surveys of residential
and commercial customers using a mixed-mode approach that included both telephone and web-based
surveys. The overarching objective of these statewide surveys was to assess customer awareness of the
Mass Save brand.
The research team fielded surveys in May and June 2019. In total, 609 residential and 308 commercial
customers completed surveys. This survey effort constitutes the eighth wave in a series of surveys
conducted since February 2012.
To provide insight and background to our analysis, the research team also reviewed 2018/2019 statewide
marketing materials, including Mass Save’s 2018 Connections Media Plan, the 2019 awareness campaign
flowchart, 2018/9 creative marketing materials, and the Mass Save website.

4

Media channels differ slightly between 2018 and 2019 and are reported as such here.

5

For ease of reporting, campaigns are reported here on a monthly basis although they may not have been run the entire month.
Source document provided by the PAs: “2019 Mass Save_Flowchart_8.1.19.pdf.”
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2. RESEARCH METHODS
To address the research objectives defined in Section 1.2, the research team fielded general population
surveys of residential and commercial customers between May – June 2019. We provide a high-level
overview of our research methods in this section and a more detailed description of our methods in
Appendix A.

RESIDENTIAL SURVEY METHODS
The design goals for the residential survey were to:
•

Continue the longitudinal assessment of key awareness metrics, such as overall awareness and
Mass Save brand familiarity

•

Assess whether changes in awareness are due to Mass Save campaign changes

•

Measure customer awareness of specific energy efficiency programs

•

Explore the relationship between customers’ brand and program awareness, their intention to
make behavior changes and actual behavior changes, and participation in energy efficiency
programs

•

Explore customers’ understanding of Mass Save sponsorship

•

Continue to gather feedback on the Mass Save website, which was redesigned in 2017

We used a similar sampling strategy to that employed last year and fielded the survey in English and Spanish
covering key topics to assess awareness of the Mass Save brand. Last year, we designed a battery of
questions to assess possible changes in website satisfaction as a result of the newly redesigned Mass Save
website (launched in June 2017). We used these questions again in 2019 with minor modifications.

SAMPLING STRATEGY

ESTIMATING THE MASSACHUSETTS POPULATION
The sampling strategy in 2019 employed the same approach as the sampling strategy that we used during
the last survey. 6 As in 2018, we could not use the full population data as a check to ensure we had a
representative survey sample. Like the approach last year, DNV-GL, the data warehouse managers, pulled
a very large random sample from the 2019 population data, yielding a sample frame of 36,057 customers.
In 2017, Massachusetts evaluation contractors no longer had access to full residential population data. Since we could not use
the full population data during the last survey as a check to ensure we had a representative survey sample, we asked DNV-GL, the
new data warehouse managers, for a very large random data pull from the 2017 population data—a total sample frame of 30,000
customers. We assumed there would be no difference between these 30,000 customers and the general population of MA
customers. This allowed us to use the large sample frame as our population reference for our weighting schemes. We used a
similar approach this year.

6
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Using the law of large numbers, we assumed there was no difference between these 36,057 customers and
the general population of Massachusetts customers. 7 This mathematical law allowed us to treat the large
sample frame as our population reference for our weighting schemes. Figure 5 shows a visual schematic of
this approach.
FIGURE 4: RESIDENTIAL POPULATION AND SAMPLE FRAME SCHEMATIC

DNV-GL pulled the large sample by proportionally sampling by PA and by low-income customers. Since we
used the large sample frame as our population reference, we refer to this as our population frame. To
ensure a high response rate and avoid response bias, we pulled a smaller sample frame from this population
frame to field our survey.
Similar to last year’s methods, the research team used a list of 1,500 last names associated with Hispanic
respondents from the 2010 U.S. Census to identify customers who potentially speak Spanish. We used a
fuzzy matching technique to search the population frame using the list of last names and flagged customers
associated with Hispanic last names for our Spanish-speaking strata. To identify low-income customers, we
asked DNV-GL to flag all customers on income-qualified rates. We then oversampled both low-income and
Hispanic customers to ensure we obtained sufficient data from each group of interest in our analysis.
Once we received the large sample data of customers from DNV-GL, the research team then cleaned the
data prior to pulling the residential sample removing the following cases:

7

•

Duplicated names

•

Invalid customer names (e.g., customer name was missing)

Ross, Sheldon (2009). A first course in probability (8th ed.). Prentice Hall press. ISBN 978-0-13-603313-4.
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•

Commercial customers

•

Customers with missing or invalid contact information

•

Customers potentially impacted by the explosion

•

Closed accounts

The data provided to us by DNV-GL contained 36,057 customer records. After we took the above data
cleaning steps, 32,943 records remained. The survey sample was proportionally pulled by PA and by lowincome customers, resulting in a survey sample of 17,037 customers.
In 2018, Columbia Gas natural gas customers experienced an interruption of service due to an explosion.
Three towns were impacted by this outage and commercial and residential customers residing in these
towns were removed from the sample (Table 1). Columbia Gas conducted outreach to residents and
businesses impacted by these explosions and to prevent any additional stress on these customers, they
were removed from the sample.
Table 1: MA Towns impacted by interruption of service
ASSOCIATED ZIP CODES
IMPACTED TOWNS
Lawrence

01840

North Andover

01845

Andover

01810

01841

01842

01843

01812

05501

05544
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WEIGHTING STRATEGY
Since the research team oversampled the Latino and low-income populations, we developed three
separate weighting schemes to reflect the Massachusetts general population:

GENERAL POPULATION

INCOME COMPARISON

These weights allow for
estimates that reflect the
general Massachusetts
population.

LATINO COMPARISON

These weights allow for
comparisons between
income-qualified
customers (low-income)
and standard-income
customers.

These weights allow for
comparisons between Latino
and non-Latino customers.
These estimates are meant to
be approximate, using known
data, the Spanish-speaking
population in Massachusetts.

We calculated weights as follows: 8
% of population frame / % of survey respondents
Table 2 presents our estimated weights for each of the weighting schemes.
TABLE 2: RESIDENTIAL SURVEY WEIGHTS

POPULATION FRAME
N

%

SURVEY RESPONDENTS
N

%

WEIGHT

GENERAL POPULATION WEIGHTS

Standardincome
Low-income

Non-Latino
Latino
Non-Latino
Latino

7,254
1,495
2,138
1,189

60%
12%
18%
10%

355
72
102
80

58%
12%
17%
13%

0.76
0.40
1.15
1.13

Non-Latino

7,254

83%

355

83%

1.00

Latino

1,495

17%

72

17%

0.98

Non-Latino

2,138

64%

102

56%

1.22

Latino

1,189

36%

80

44%

.64

INCOME COMPARISON WEIGHTS

Standardincome
Low-income

8 As noted earlier, we used the population frame to estimate these weights, and as such, there is a potential measurement error
that we cannot observe or correct for.
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POPULATION FRAME
N

SURVEY RESPONDENTS

%

N

%

WEIGHT

LATINO COMPARISON WEIGHTS

Standardincome
Low-income

Non-Latino

7,254

77%

355

78%

1.08

Latino

1,495

56%

72

47%

1.44

Non-Latino

2,138

23%

102

22%

0.71

Latino

1,189

44%

80

53%

0.51

FIELDING METHODOLOGY
We used a mixed-mode approach consisting of both telephone and web-based surveys, including:
•

A mailed invitation letter containing a web address for the survey, a description of the survey, and
the potential to win one of twenty-five $20 gift cards;

•

A subsequent email invitation, if customers had email addresses available; and

•

Follow-up phone calls for non-responders.

We mailed the invitation letter to 7,146 residential customers and obtained 609 survey completes for a
response rate of 8.5%. See Appendix B for details on our sampling approach, fielding outcomes, and
comparison of key demographics between 2019 survey respondents and 2018 survey respondents.

PARTICIPATION RESPONSE BIAS ANALYSIS
To assess whether respondents of the survey were more likely to be Mass Saves participants than the
average member of the general MA population, we conducted a participation response bias analysis. DNV
GL provided us with participation flags for all respondents of the survey, as well as for all customers in the
population frame we used to draw our survey sample and estimate weights.

APPROACH
We were provided with address-level participation flags for the following residential programs and years:
•
•
•
•
•

Home Energy Reports 2014-2017
Low-Income 2014-2017
Residential Hard to Measure 2016-2017
Residential Products 2014-2017
Residential Whole House 2014-2017

Customers with the Home Energy Report (HER) flag were in the treatment group only. Therefore, we do
not include in the control group for the program, those customers who were selected but did not receive
reports to help measure the impact of the HER program.
15

Because we were provided with participation flags for specific programs across time, we conducted two
sets of analyses to assess participation response bias. Our analyses can be summarized by the following
research questions:
1. Do survey respondents participate in programs at a higher rate than the general population?
2. Do survey respondents participate in a certain type of program at a higher rate than the general
population?
3. Do survey respondents participate in a program in a certain time period at a higher rate than the
general population?
Based on the research questions above, we would analyze and compare the participation rates between
the population and the survey respondents, as shown in Figure 1.
FIGURE 5. POPULATION TO SURVEY RESPONDENT COMPARISON

Large sample (our population estimate)

Survey respondents

However, using this framework, we would not be able to validly statistically compare the population to the
sample of survey respondents as we would be violating the assumption of independence of observations.
In other words, survey respondents would be double counted, once in the population estimate and once
in survey respondent estimate.
To enable a statistical analysis, we excluded the survey respondents from the population frame data. As
such we now are comparing survey respondents to a large pool of adapted general population customers
(nonrespondents). The nonrespondent dataset includes customers who were not contacted for the survey
as well as some who were contacted but did not respond (Figure 2).
To be clear on what we can statistically measure, we tested the following research questions:
1. Do survey respondents participate in programs at a higher rate than nonrespondents?
2. Do survey respondents participate in a certain type of program at a higher rate than
nonrespondents?
3. Did survey respondents participate in a program in a certain time period at a higher rate than
nonrespondents?
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FIGURE 6. NONRESPONDENT TO SURVEY RESPONDENT COMPARISON

Large sample excluding respondents

Survey respondents

The difference between point estimates for the population frame and the “nonrespondent” group is
negligible, varying by less than one tenth of a percent across all programs and years.
We used the weights derived for the survey, described in the section above, for survey respondents to
ensure the survey respondent program participation estimate reflects the general population.

RESULTS
When looking across all Mass Save programs (including HER) and program years, survey respondents
participated in programs at a rate of 51.2% while nonrespondents participated in programs at a rate of
50.9%; showing a negligible difference. However, when excluding HER participants, survey respondents
participated in non-HER programs at a significantly higher rate (23.9%) than nonrespondents (17.9%), a
difference of 6% (Chi-Square = 13.58, p<.001).
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FIGURE 7. PROGRAM PARTICIPATION RATES ACROSS ALL PROGRAM YEARS BY GROUP

51.2%

50.9%

Program Participation
Rates by Group
Survey Respondent

23.9%

Nonrespondent

17.9%

Participant in any program from 2014 to 2017

Participation from 2014 to 2017 - excluding HER

These findings suggest two things: 1) survey respondents who participated in an opt-in program, such as a
product rebate, a low-income program, or a hard to measure program, were more likely to respond to the
survey than would be estimated in the general population; and 2) survey respondents who received home
energy reports as an opt-out treatment were less likely to respond to the survey than would be estimated
in the general population. We discuss these differences in more detail below.
These differences are more evident in the program by program comparisons shown in Figure 4. HER
participants in the treatment group are significantly 3% less likely to respond to the survey, while customers
who received product or whole house rebates are significantly 4% and 5% more likely to respond to the
survey respectively.
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FIGURE 8. PARTICIPATION RATES BY PROGRAM AND GROUP SHOWING DIFFERENCES BY PROGRAM

42%
39%

Participation Rates by
Program and Group
Survey
Respondent

17%

Nonrespondent

12%

9%

Difference

5%

3%

3%

4%
-3%

5%

0%

HER from 2014 to 2017 Low-Income from 2014 Products from 2014 to Whole House from 2014
to 2017
2017
to 2017

Participation response bias also differed by year in some cases. Older HER participants, those who had been
in receiving home energy reports for more years, were less likely to respond to the survey. There is also
indication that more recent products and whole house participants were more likely to respond to the
survey. The pattern is less clear than the linear decline in bias shown with HER participants (Table 1).
TABLE 3. PARTICIPATION RATES BY PROGRAM AND YEAR 9
SURVEY
PROGRAM AND YEAR

HER 2014
HER 2015
HER 2016
HER 2017
Low-Income 2014
Low-Income 2015
Low-Income 2016
Low-Income 2017
Hard to Measure 2016
Hard to Measure 2017
9

NONRESPONDENT

30.4%
33.4%
40.1%
42.2%
0.7%
0.7%
0.9%
1.1%
0.0%
0.1%

RESPONDENT

25.5%
28.8%
36.6%
39.4%
0.6%
1.3%
1.1%
0.5%
0.0%
0.1%

DIFFERENCE

-4.8%
-4.6%
-3.5%
-2.8%
-0.1%
0.5%
0.3%
-0.6%
0.0%
0.1%

Shading denotes a significant difference. Chi-square p<.05.
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Products 2014
Products 2015
Products 2016
Products 2017
Whole House 2014
Whole House 2015
Whole House 2016
Whole House 2017

1.8%
1.4%
1.1%
1.6%
3.2%
3.3%
3.3%
3.4%

2.9%
1.5%
3.2%
2.5%
4.4%
4.8%
4.5%
5.8%

1.1%
0.1%
2.1%
1.0%
1.2%
1.6%
1.2%
2.4%

CONCLUSION
These results suggest a slight participation response bias on the part of survey respondents who
participated actively in a program. Yet, this bias is small and does not currently warrant adjusting weighting
to account for the participation bias. We recommend tracking program participation rates for nonrespondents and survey respondents each time the awareness survey is conducted to see whether the bias
increases.
The negative response bias from HER participants warrant deeper investigation in the future. It could be
that HER recipients are more likely to ignore a survey request due to the additional number of mailings
they have received from their PA. They may be more dismissive of PA mail as a result of obtaining multiple
mailed home energy reports as time goes on. Alternatively, it could be that HER participants reflect an
underlying population that is already less likely to participate in a survey request.

COMMERCIAL SURVEY METHODS
The key goals for the commercial survey were the same as those for the residential survey:
•

Continue the longitudinal assessment of key awareness metrics, such as overall awareness and
Mass Save brand familiarity

•

Assess whether changes in awareness are due to Mass Save campaign changes

•

Measure customer awareness of specific energy efficiency programs

•

Explore the relationship between customers’ brand and program awareness, their intention to
make behavior changes, and actual behavior changes and participation in energy efficiency
programs

•

Explore customers’ understanding of Mass Save sponsorship

•

Continue to gather feedback on the Mass Save website, which was redesigned in 2017

Like the residential survey, the research team mirrored prior sampling strategy to meet these goals and
potentially allow longitudinal comparisons year over year. In total, we collected survey data from 308
commercial customers.
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ESTIMATING THE MASSACHUSETTS POPULATION
As with the residential data, the research team did not have access to the full 2019 customer population
data and instead relied on DNV-GL to provide a large simple random sample of 30,000 commercial
customers for our population frame. We worked with DNV-GL to identify and exclude managed accounts
from the population frame, as well as commercial entries associated with streetlights, water pumps, and
cell towers. Additionally, we took the following data cleaning steps:
•

Removed duplicated records and invalid service addresses

•

Removed records with no contact information

•

Removed customers who do not wish to be contacted

The data provided to us by DNV-GL contained 36,057 customer records. After we took the above data
cleaning steps, 21,035 records remained. The research team then pulled a random sample of 14,014
customers from the population frame (proportional by PA) to survey. Since we used a simple random
sample, we did not weight the final commercial survey results.

FIELDING METHODOLOGY
Prior to 2017, researchers fielded all commercial surveys via telephone. Beginning with the 2017 survey
research, we used a mixed-mode approach to conduct the commercial surveys, largely due to declining
response rates for telephone-based surveys. Like the residential survey, our approach included:
•

A mailed invitation letter containing a web address for the survey, a description of the survey, and
the potential to win one of fifteen $20 gift cards;

•

A subsequent email invitation, if customers had email addresses available; and

•

Follow-up phone calls for non-responders.

We mailed the invitation letter to 7,034 commercial customers and obtained 308 survey completes for a
response rate of 6%. Table 3 shows the number of 2019 respondents according to PA. As noted earlier, we
excluded Columbia Gas customers from the survey.
TABLE 4: POPULATION FRAME ESTIMATES AND SURVEY COMPLETES BY PA 10

POPULATION FRAME
N

%

SURVEY COMPLETES
N

%

PERCENT
DIFFERENCE

ESTIMATED GAS PA

Berkshire Gas
Columbia Gas

365
1,858

4.1%
20.6%

7
-

8.8%
-

-4.65%
-

10 Prior to cleaning the commercial data, we had obtained 297 Liberty Gas commercial customers in our population frame, however

after cleaning the contact data, we had 91 viable contacts for the survey. While we had set quotas for a proportional number of
completes across all the gas and electric PAs, we were unable to obtain any surveys from Liberty Gas commercial customers. We
provide more detail about our data cleaning and collection steps in Appendix B.
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Eversource
Liberty Gas
National Grid
Unitil
Sub-Total
Grand total of completes

1,802
297
4,551
125
8,998

20%
3.3%
50.6%
1.4%

18
0
51
4

20%
0%
50.6%
1.4%

-2.5%
-3.3%
-13.15%
-3.6%

80
POPULATION FRAME
N

%

SURVEY COMPLETES
N

%

PERCENT
DIFFERENCE

ESTIMATED ELECTRIC PA

Cape Light Compact
Eversource
National Grid
Unitil
Sub-Total
Grand total of completes

1,580
9,160
10,010
250
21,000

7.5%
43.6%
47.6%
1.1%

21
89
111
7

9.2%
39%
48.7%
3.1%

1.7%
-4.6%
1.1%
-1.1%
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D ATA C L E A N I N G
Before data analysis, our research team analyzed the data to determine whether the responses obtained
from customers were valid. For these purposes, we investigated the survey data for a phenomenon known
as straight lining. Straight lining happens when respondents reply similarly to survey questions without
putting much thought into the questions being answered (for example, answering with the first response
option for multiple survey questions).
To identify straight lining, we calculated standard deviations of certain subscales in the survey. A zero
standard deviation indicates a low variation around the mean and, therefore, the presence of straight
lining. This is particularly noticeable with matrix questions where respondents are asked a series of
questions with the same response options (e.g., Using a scale of 0 to 10 where 0 means “Not at all agree”,
10 means “Completely agree”, please tell me how much you agree with the following). A “straight-liner”
will generally respond the same to the entire series of matrix questions (e.g., “Completely agree”)
regardless of the question. We identified thirty-one cases of straight-lining and eliminated those from the
residential data. We did not identify straight-lining in the commercial survey data.

A N A LY T I C A L A P P R O A C H
We analyzed the survey data using appropriate parametric and non-parametric statistics, such as t-tests,
Analysis of Variance (ANOVAs), chi-squares, and z-tests, for proportion statistics. In the body of this report,
we discuss both statistically significant and, where relevant, anecdotal findings.
To ensure valid statistical comparisons, we compared segments of interest to their statistical counterparts;
for example, Latinos to non-Latinos, low-income customers to standard-income customers, as well as
emergent segments like those familiar with Mass Save to those who are not. This approach avoids flouting
the independence of observations required to statistically assess differences among groups. However,
while it is not statistically valid to assess group differences between the general population, Latino, and
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low-income metrics, in Chapter 3, we highlight Latino, low-income, and general population responses and
may not always report non-Latino and standard-income responses. Appendix C provides full frequencies by
segments of interest for both the residential and commercial surveys.
Throughout this report, we call out statistically significant differences within the within the text to draw out
these comparisons year over year or within certain customer segments. Generally, we do not call out nonstatistically significant differences within the text unless relevant. However, in all cases including both
statistically significant and non-significant findings, we include footnotes with the results of the significance
tests.
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3. SURVEY FINDINGS
Awareness and familiarity of the Mass Save brand remains strong among both
residential and commercial customers, with a marked increase in awareness among
Latino residential customers this year.
Commercial customer awareness of the brand has outpaced residential customer
awareness since 2013, and that trend continues this year.
In this chapter, we present the five major findings from both residential and commercial surveys.

FINDING 1. BRAND AWARENESS HOLDS STEADY AND THERE WAS A
MARKED INCREASE IN AWARENESS AMONG LATINO CUSTOMERS
Aided awareness of the Mass Save brand remains stable and high, with 70% of residential and 81% of
commercial respondents saying that they have seen or heard the term, “Mass Save.” There has been a
significant increase in awareness among the Latino population over the past three years, from 33% in 2017
to 60% in 2019.

AWARENESS OF MASS SAVE – AIDED
Residential customers. Awareness of the Mass Save brand continues to remain the same as last year, with
70% of residential general population customers reporting they have seen or heard the term Mass Save, as
seen in Figure 6. 11 While this is a slight decrease compared to 2018 (73%), this difference is not statistically
significant.
Low-income residential customers showed similar awareness levels during both 2018 and 2019. During
2019, 56% of low-income residential customers indicated that they had seen or heard the term Mass Save,
compared to 63% last year (2018). 12,13

11

Survey question D1: Have you seen or heard the term, “Mass Save?” This is an aided awareness question.

12

Z-test for proportions; Not statistically significant.

13

In part, this may be due to small sample sizes obtained for the low-income residential customer group. During 2018, 149 lowincome customers participated in the survey, compared to 167 in 2019.
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The Latino population has demonstrated a
marked increase in awareness of the Mass Save
brand from 33% in 2017 to 60% in 2019, a 27percentage point increase. 14 However, since
2018, awareness levels have stabilized, 54% in
2018 and 60% in 2019. The Mass Save campaign
specifically sought to reach Latino communities
with targeted marketing and messaging. For example, the campaign leveraged print media, including in
news publications such as El Mundo, El Planeta, and others, to reach Spanish-speaking populations. The
campaign also used radio and television to reach Spanish-speaking populations in areas such as New
Bedford, Worcester, Boston, and others. This provides evidence that these marketing strategies are
working to improve awareness rates among this population.

The Latino population has
demonstrated a marked
increase in awareness of the
Mass Save brand.

FIGURE 9: RESIDENTIAL AWARENESS OF MASS SAVE (AIDED, NAME ONLY)

73%
Awareness of
Mass Save

64%
54%
39%

Overall

41%

38%

43%

70%

63%

57%

54%

60%
56%

33%

Latino
Low-Income
Feb 2012
(n=401)

Sept 2012 March 2013
(n=402)
(n=501)

Dec 2013
(n=500)

Jan 2015
(n=515)

Jan 2017
(n=607)

Feb 2018
(n=568)
(LI n=148)
(Latino
n=118)

May 2019
(n=578)
(LI n=177)
(Latino
n=144)

Similar to last year, there are differences in awareness between Latinos and non-Latinos, and between lowincome and standard-income groups. More non-Latinos had seen or heard the term Mass Save (72%)
compared to their Latino counterparts (60%) (Figure 6). 15 Also, more standard-income individuals had seen
or heard the term Mass Save (73%) than low-income individuals (56%). 16

14

Z-test of proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.001 level (2017 Latino n=72; 2019 Latino n= 144)

15

Z-test of proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.001 level (Latino n = 137; Non-Latino n = 441).

16

Z-test of proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.001 level (Low-income n = 167; Standard-income n = 411).
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FIGURE 10: RESIDENTIAL AWARENESS OF MASS SAVE BY GROUP (AIDED)
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Homeowners reported higher levels of brand awareness compared to renters in each year the survey has
been fielded, with the exception of last year (2018). This year (2019), homeowners again reported higher
levels of brand awareness compared to renters, at 82% (n=375) and 47% (n=176), respectively, a
statistically significant difference. 17
To further investigate this anomaly in homeowner versus renter awareness in 2018 compared to other
years, we again looked at familiarity with Mass Save among these two groups. In 2018, when more renters
than homeowners reported having seen or heard about Mass Save (86% and 64%, respectively), familiarity
with the brand was reversed, with more homeowners reporting being familiar with the brand compared to
renters (67% and 46%, respectively). Similarly, this year, more homeowners report being familiar with the
brand compared to renters (66% and 34%, respectively). Further, familiarity with the brand remains fairly
consistent from 2018 to 2019 among homeowners and renters.
Among those respondents who are college-educated, 77% report that they have seen or heard the term
Mass Save, while 23% either have not heard of it or are unsure. By comparison, among those
respondents who report that they are not college-educated, 55% have seen or heard the term Mass Save,
while 45% have not or are unsure if they have ever heard of it.

17

Chi square test of independence; Statistically significant at the p<.001 level (n=555).
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Those who have seen or heard about
Mass Save are more likely to be:
• Non-Latino
• Standard-income
• Homeowners
• College-educated

To investigate whether there were regional differences
in brand awareness and familiarity, we classified
respondents into five geographic regions based on
respondents’ reported county of residence. This year,
we included five key regions: western, central,
northeastern, southeastern, and Cape & Islands. 18 This
approach is slightly different from last year, when we
included four key regions. We modified this approach
this year to account for different cultural and
socioeconomic backgrounds prevalent in the islands of
Massachusetts, as compared to the mainland.

FIGURE 11. REGIONS OF MASSACHUSETTS

Respondents from the Western region showed lower awareness levels (64%) than all other regions, which
demonstrated awareness levels of 75% or higher. Statistically significant differences were seen between
the Western region and both the Northeastern 19 and Southeastern 20 regions. The Northeastern region
showed lower levels of familiarity than all other regions (53%), although statistical comparisons show

18 We used

the UMass Extension map retrieved from https://ag.umass.edu/umass-extension-your-community to identify five main
regions of Massachusetts. We include the Boston metro area in the Northeastern region. In 2018, we included four regions and
did not separate out the Cape & Islands region.

19

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.01 level (Western n=75; Northeastern n=184).

20

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level (Western n=75; Southeastern n=80).
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significance between the Northeastern and the Southeastern region only. 21 22 However, it is worth noting
that the low sample size for some of the regions may partly account for the nonsignificant findings (Table
4).
TABLE 5: AWARENESS BY REGION

% AWARE
REGION
Western (n=75)
Central (n=47)
Northeastern (n=184)
Southeastern (n=80)
Cape & Islands (n=23)

64%
75%
75%
78%
78%

% FAMILIAR
REGION
Western (n=49)
Central (n=37)
Northeastern (n=138)
Southeastern (n=62)
Cape & Islands (n=18)

59%
68%
53%
73%
67%

Commercial customer awareness of Mass Save has exceeded
residential awareness since 2013.
Commercial customers. Awareness of the Mass Save brand among commercial customers remains strong
in 2019, maintaining a high of 81% first established in 2018. Notably, commercial customer awareness of
Mass Save has exceeded residential awareness since 2013 and in 2019, commercial respondents are more
likely to be aware of Mass Save than residential respondents (Figure 8). 23,24 Given that commercial
customers are likely to receive information about Mass Save at their home and business, this additional
exposure to marketing materials likely increase awareness among commercial customers.

21

Only those who reported being aware of Mass Save were asked this question.

22

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.000 level (Northeastern n=138; Southeastern n=62).

23

Survey question C1: “Have you seen or heard the term, “Mass Save”?” (select one)

24

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.000 level (Commercial n=308; Residential n=578).
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FIGURE 12: AWARENESS OF MASS SAVE AMONG COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS
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As in 2018, the top reported business types were office or property management and hospitality (Figure
9). 25 Nearly three-quarters (72%) of self-reported business types fell into two categories, property
management or hospitality. The remaining business types were almost evenly distributed. Industrial
customers comprised the smallest commercial survey respondent group, at 6% of all respondents. While
our team did not conduct any weighting for the commercial respondents due to the simple random
sampling approach employed, we did assess the distribution of self-identified business type between 2018
and 2019 survey respondents. As seen below, those businesses that self-identified as office or property
management businesses comprised the greatest proportion of the respondent population in both 2018
and 2019. Similarly, businesses that self-identified as healthcare or hospital comprised the smallest
proportion of the respondent population in both 2018 and 2019.

25

Z test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level and p<.001 level respectively (2019 n = 283; 2018 n = 205).
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FIGURE 13: DISTRIBUTION OF BUSINESS TYPES (2019 AND 2018)
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Awareness of the Mass Save brand is high among all commercial business types, ranging from 68% of food
service customers to 100% of industrial customers (Table 5). Among customers who self-identified as
industrial customers, all 16 customers said that they had seen or heard the term Mass Save. This may not
be surprising, given that larger industrial customers tend to have more contact with their PA; for example,
via Key Account Managers.
TABLE 6: AWARENESS OF MASS SAVE BY BUSINESS TYPE 26

AWARE OF
MASS SAVE

BUSINESS TYPE

BUSINESS TYPE
Industrial
Office or property management
Healthcare or hospital
School, government or nonprofit
Hospitality
Food service
Total

26

N

%

%

16
113
20
25
90
19
283

6%
40%
7%
9%
32%
6%
100%

100%
88%
85%
80%
74%
68%
-

Survey question I1: “What type of business do you operate?” (open end).
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FAMILIARITY WITH MASS SAVE
Residential Customers. Mass Save brand familiarity remains high among residential customers who have
seen or heard the term Mass Save, and continues its upward trend for the last five years (Figure 10). 27
Similar to 2018, 59% of residential respondents aware of Mass Save claimed to be familiar with the brand
in 2019. 28 This year, there have also been slight gains in those customers who report that they are very
familiar with the brand (21% in 2019 vs. 17% in 2018) and slight decreases in those customers reporting
they are somewhat unfamiliar with the brand (21% in 2019 vs. 18% in 2018) (Figure 10).
FIGURE 14: RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMER FAMILIARITY WITH MASS SAVE
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Low-income and Latino survey respondents reported similar familiarity ratings (59% and 58%, respectively).
Interestingly, low-income and Latino customers continue to show lower aided awareness of Mass Save but
display similar levels of familiarity with Mass Save as general population Massachusetts customers. 29 That
means that, once both groups of customers become aware of Mass Save, they appear to have the same
level of familiarity as the general Massachusetts population.
Lastly, more homeowners reported being familiar with the brand than renters (66%, n=314 compared to
34%, n=86). 30

To assess Mass Save brand familiarity, we asked customers aware of Mass Save to rate, “How familiar are you with the services
Mass Save provides?” Customers were then able to provide a familiarity response on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from very
unfamiliar to very familiar.

27

28
29

To calculate percentage of familiarity, we combined answers 4 and 5, somewhat familiar and very familiar.
T-test; Not statistically significant.

We recoded the five-point Likert scale in the familiarity question (How familiar are you with the services Mass Save provides?)
into two-options, “familiar” or “not familiar” with Mass Save. Respondents who rated being somewhat familiar or very familiar
30

31

Commercial Customers. Commercial respondents who reported being either somewhat or very familiar
with Mass Save remained high, increasing from 63% in 2018 to 66% in 2019 (Figure 11). Specifically,
commercial respondents who were “somewhat familiar” with Mass Save increased from 41% in 2018 to
44% in 2019, nearly approaching the 2017 high of 47%, while respondents who were “very familiar”
remained steady at 22%.
FIGURE 15: COMMERCIAL CUSTOMER FAMILIARITY WITH MASS SAVE 31

There was a 17 percentage point increase of respondents who noted Mass Save offers solutions for both
businesses and homes, from 54% in 2018 to 71% in 2019 (Figure 12). 32 Additionally, there was a decline in
the number of commercial respondents who reported being “not sure” if Mass Save provides solutions for
businesses and homes, from 27% in 2018 to 4% in 2019. These changes may be attributed to the sustained,
year-round campaign strategy employed by Mass Save. Consistent exposure to Mass Save messaging may
be driving an increase in clarity and understanding that Mass Save provides solutions for both homes and
businesses among commercial customers.

were coded as “familiar,” while respondents who rated either “very unfamiliar,” “somewhat unfamiliar,” “neither familiar or
unfamiliar,” or “not sure” were coded as “not familiar.”
31

Survey question C3: “How familiar are you with the services Mass Save provides? Would you say you are…?”

32

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.01 level (2019 n=249; 2018 n=187).
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FIGURE 16: AWARENESS LEVELS OF HOME AND BUSINESS SOLUTION (COMMERCIAL) 33
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Awareness of the Mass Save website remains high among both residential and commercial
customers. Engagement with the website also appears to be higher than in prior years, with more
commercial customers visiting the website at least once and more residential customers visiting the
website multiple times compared to last year.
Residential and commercial customers are most likely to visit the website for information on rebates
and incentives for their homes or businesses. Overall, customers continue to find the website useful.

FINDING 2. WEBSITE AWARENESS IS LEVELING OFF, BUT
ENGAGEMENT WITH THE WEBSITE IS INCREASING
Residential Customers. Awareness of the MassSave.com website among residential customers who are
aware of the Mass Save brand returned to its 2017 levels after a spike last year (2018). 34 This year’s
reported awareness of the website is at 63%, compared to 77% in 2018 and 62% in 2017. In part, the
increase in website awareness seen in 2018 may have been due to marketing efforts to drive customers to
the newly launched website during summer 2018.

33 Survey question C6: “To the best of your knowledge, does Mass Save offer solutions for your business, your home or both?”
(select one)
34

Survey question E1: “Did you know there is a website called MassSave.com?”
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Low-income survey respondents are less aware of MassSave.com than standard-income customers (56%
vs. 65%, respectively). 35 Also, consistent with the general population trend discussed earlier, awareness of
the website among the low-income population declined from 2018 to 2019 (67% to 56%, respectively). 36
Latino and non-Latino customers demonstrate similar levels of website awareness (65% compared to 63%).
In contrast to the decreasing levels seen in the general population and low-income groups, these awareness
levels are also similar to those measured in 2018 for Latino respondents (67%) (Figure 12). 37
FIGURE 17: RESIDENTIAL AWARENESS OF MASSSAVE.COM AMONG THOSE AWARE OF MASS SAVE
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Commercial Customers. Awareness of the website among commercial customers increased seven
percentage points from 59% in 2018 to 66% in 2019, but this varied by business type. 38
We found that brand awareness does not always correspond with website awareness for certain business
segments. For example, industrial businesses were most likely to be aware of the Mass Save brand, but
only eight of the 16 industrial respondents said they had heard of the website. In part, this may be because
industrial customers rely on Key Account Manager relationships for critical efficiency-related information.
Similarly, 90% of property or office management businesses reported that they knew about Mass Save, but
only 64% of these customers knew of the MassSave.com website.

35

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level (Low-income group n=97, Standard-income group n=411).

Z-test for proportions; Marginally statistically significant at the p<.07 level (Low-income group 2019 n=97, Low-income group
2018 n=73).

36

37

Z-test for proportions; Not statistically significant.

38

Z-test for proportions; Not statistically significant differences between 2019 and 2018 respondents.
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TABLE 7: AWARENESS OF MASSSAVE.COM BY BUSINESS TYPE

BUSINESS TYPE

39

COUNT

% AWARE

10
12
14
70
41
8

77%
71%
70%
69%
62%
50%

Food service (n=13)
Healthcare or hospital (n=17)
School, govt, nonprofit (n=20)
Office or property management (n=101)
Hospitality (n=66)
Industrial or manufacturing (n=16)

CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT WITH WEBSITE
To understand the extent of customer engagement with the website, we asked both residential and
commercial customers how many times they have visited the website in the past year. We also asked those
who had visited to rate the usefulness of the website during their last visit and their willingness to
recommend the website to others.

This year, there was a substantial
increase in the level of
engagement with MassSave.com
among residential customers,
with more customers visiting the
site multiple times.

Residential Customers. This year, there was a
substantial increase in the level of engagement
with MassSave.com among residential
customers. Among customers who reported
that they knew about the website, 66% said
that they had visited the website at least once.
By comparison, only 38% of residential
customers who knew of the website last year
(2018) had visited it at least once. 40

More respondents noted visiting the website
multiple times this year (2019) compared to last year (2018), with 30% of residential customers reporting
having visited the website 2 – 5 times this year, compared to 17% in 2018. 41 Similarly, 8% of residential
customers said that they had visited the website 6 –10 times this year, compared to 1% of customers last
year.

39 Survey question C1: “Have you seen or heard the term, “Mass Save”?” (select one) and survey question I1: “What type of business

do you operate?” (open end)
40

Z-test of proportions; Statistically significant at the <.001 level (2019 n=260, 2018 n=318).

41

Z-test of proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level (2019 n=260, 2018 n=318).
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FIGURE 18: FREQUENCY OF WEBSITE VISITS AMONG RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS
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Participation in an efficiency program differs significantly among those customers who have visited the
website versus those who have not, indicating that a high level of engagement with the website may be
associated with increased levels of participation. 42

Customers who have visited the
MassSave.com website are more
likely to have participated in an
energy efficiency program,
compared to those who have
not visited the website.

42

Among residential customers who visited the
website at least once in the past year, 81%
(n=147) reported that they have participated in
an energy efficiency program at some point in
the past and 32% participated during the past
year (n=147, Figure 14). In contrast, 70% of
customers who have not visited the website
report that they have participated in an energy
efficiency program while 12% have participated
in the past year (n=74).

Z-test of proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level (Website visitors group n=147, Non visitors group n=74).
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FIGURE 19: PROGRAM PARTICIPATION AND WEBSITE VISITATION (RESIDENTIAL) 43
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Residential customers reported they are most likely to use the website to search for information about
rebates and incentives for their homes (64%), information on energy assessments (40%), and energy
efficiency tips (26%) (Figure 15).
FIGURE 20: TYPE OF INFORMATION SEARCHED ON WEBSITE OF OVERALL RESPONDENTS (2018 &
2019)
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The scope of this research did not encompass a comparison between those who reported participating in a Mass Save program
and the estimated participation rates from Mass Save data.

43
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Low-income and Latino customers used the website to find different types of information. Most frequently,
low-income customers go to the site to look for energy assessment information (70%), followed by rebates
(38%). Latino customers used the website most frequently to search for rebates and incentives (67%) and
for energy efficiency tips (26%), as seen in Table 7.
TABLE 8: TYPE OF INFORMATION SEARCHED ON WEBSITE (2018 & 2019)

OVERALL
2019
(n=173)
64%
40%
26%
2%

TYPE OF INFORMATION
Rebates and incentives for my home
Energy assessments for my home
Energy efficiency tips
Mass Save blog

2018
(n=174)
55%
26%
15%
1%

LOW-INCOME
2019
(n=31)
38%
70%
18%
4%

2018
(n=47)
51%
20%
25%
2%

LATINO
2019
(n=38)
67%
19%
26%
0%

2018
(n=41)
60%
23%
11%
4%

Commercial Customers. More commercial customers engaged with the website this year than last year.
Commercial customers who visited the website at least once increased from 41% in 2018 to 59% in 2019
(Figure 16). 44 Notably, the percentage of commercial customers who have visited the website once has
doubled since 2018. 45 In part, this may be attributed to the year-round Mass Save campaign efforts,
motivating commercial customers to visit the Mass Save website.
FIGURE 21: FREQUENCY OF WEBSITE VISITS AMONG COMMERCIAL CUSTOMERS 46
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44

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significance at the p<.01 level (2019 n=166; 2018 n=133).

45

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significance at the p<.01 level (2019 n=166; 2018 n=133).
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Survey question D2: “How many times have you visited the MassSave.com website in the past year?” (select one)

1%

8%

Not sure
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Both residential and commercial customers use the website to search
for information about rebates and incentives for their homes and
businesses.
About two-thirds of commercial respondents (67%) visited the Masssave.com website in search of rebates
and incentives for their business (Figure 17). Commercial respondents sought similar information on the
website as 2018 commercial respondents, but at higher rates.
FIGURE 22: TYPE OF INFORMATION SEARCHED ON WEBSITE BY COMMERCIAL CUSTOMERS 47
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CUSTOMER PERCEPTIONS OF WEBSITE
Residential Customers. Among residential customers who had visited the website, three quarters (75%)
reported that the website was useful, and the mean usefulness rating among all customers who had visited
the website was 7.5 out of 10 (Table 8). 48
Residential customers also reported a high likelihood to recommend the website to friends and family, with
80% of respondents stating a likelihood to recommend between 7 and 10 on a 0 to 10-point Likert scale.

47 Survey question

D3: “When you last visited the MassSave.com website, what information did you search for? Was it… ” (multiple

response)
48 These respondents provided a 7 to 10 on a 0 to 10-point Likert scale, when asked, (Question E4): “On a scale of 0 to 10, with 0
being “not at all useful” and 10 being “extremely useful”, how useful was the information you found on the MassSave.com website
when you last visited it?”
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TABLE 9: RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMER RATINGS OF WEBSITE

2019
WEBSITE RATINGS
Usefulness of information on
website
Likelihood of recommending
website to friend or family

2018

Count

Avg.
Rating

% Rated
7 To 10

Count

Avg.
Rating

% Rated
7 To 10

169

7.5

75%

164

7.3

74%

170

8.2

80%

174

7.6

68%

Over half of residential customers (57%) reported they were highly likely to recommend the website (scores
9 and 10), which, according to the Net Promoter Score, are considered to be among the most loyal
customers and most likely to recommend it to others. 49

About two-thirds of both
residential and commercial
customers find the website
highly useful and are also
likely to recommend the site
to friends or family.

Commercial Customers. More commercial
customers rated the website “extremely useful”
this year, compared to last year, 29% to 18%,
respectively. 50
Almost three-quarters (73%) of commercial
customers reported they were likely to
recommend the website to their friends or family,
similar to last year (74%). However, more
commercial customers are “extremely likely” (a 9
and 10 rating) to recommend the website this year
(42%) than last year (32%). 51

49

The Net Promoter Score is a widely used tool to measure customer satisfaction and loyalty
(https://www.netpromoter.com/know/).

50

Z-test of proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level (2019 n=96; 2018 n=78).

51

Z-test for proportions; Not statistically significant.
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TABLE 10: COMMERCIAL CUSTOMER RATINGS OF WEBSITE 52, 53

2019
WEBSITE RATINGS
Usefulness of information on
website
Likelihood of recommending
website to friend or family

2018

Count

Avg.
Rating

% Rated
7 To 10

Count

Avg.
Rating

% Rated
7 To 10

96

7.1

60%

78

7.4

68%

95

7.8

73%

70

8.3

74%

While the number of commercial customers who have visited the website once has doubled since last year,
respondents who visited the website more often were likely to recommend it to friends and family. It may
be the case that customers who find the site useful are more likely to visit the site multiple times and are
thus more likely to recommend the website to other.
Promoters (n=50) were more likely to have visited the website more than once relative to non-promoters.
Just over half of these respondents, 53%, were promoters. Similarly, respondents who found the website
useful (rated usefulness a 7 to 10 on a 0 – 10-point scale) tended to visit the website more than once.
Among respondents who found the website useful, 62% visited the website more than once relative to the
53% of respondents who rated the usefulness of the website as less than 7. 54
When asked for recommendations on what to include on the website, a few commercial respondents
(n=18) provided suggestions, such as:
•
•
•

Making the website easier to navigate: For example, one customer said, “The website is set up in a
circular fashion. Start following links and end up where you started”
Making clear language (minimize jargon): For example, a print business owner said, “Didn't know
language”
Making information on rebates easier to find: For instance, one customer commented, “Easier
locating of possible rebate offers/energy saving options for businesses” would be helpful.

Similarly, 29 residential respondents provided recommendations to improve the website, for example:
•

•

Providing more customized information, particularly among renters and condo owners: Some
customers commented, “When you are renting what can you do to save energy?” and “More tips
/clearer tips that are relevant to people who rent. Equipment replacements that are more
affordable / easier to acquire if you don't have a car.”
Easier navigation and ways to find information: For example, making it easier to “…figure out who
to call to schedule an assessment”

Survey question D4: “On a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 being “not at all useful” and 10 being “extremely useful”, how useful was the
information you found on the MassSave.com website when you last visited it?” and survey question D8: “On a scale from 0 to 10,
where 0 is “not at all likely” and 10 is “extremely likely”, how likely are you to recommend the MassSave.com website to a friend
or family member based on your last visit?”
52

53
54

T-test; Not statistically significant.
Z-test for proportions; Not statistically significant.
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•

Clearer information on rebates: One customer said, “I would have liked to have seen a "step-bystep" guide to receiving your rebate. I had an early retirement system (older model heat pump),
and the rebate instructions were not very clear”. Another customer commented, “I couldn't tell
which type of appliance would be covered for a rebate.”

SOURCES CUSTOMERS USE TO LEARN ABOUT ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Residential Customers. Internet search is pervasive among all groups when looking for information about
saving energy, with 48% of respondents saying that they used general internet searches to find this
information. Other often used resources are PA or Mass Save resources (Table 10).
TABLE 11: SOURCE OF ENERGY SAVING INFORMATION AMONG RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMERS

COUNT

PERCENT

N

%

Internet search

237

48%

PA company mentions
Mass Save (general)

90
50

18%
10%

PA website
State/local/federal
government or their website
Masssave.com
Call utility 800 number
Friends or family
Utility bill
Total respondents

45

9%

21

4%

18
15
14
10
500 55

4%
3%
3%
2%
-

INFORMATION SOURCE

Latinos reported relying on general internet search significantly more so than low-income and similarly
than general population group (Figure 18) (51% for Latinos vs. 47% for the general population and 38% for
the low-income group). 56 Otherwise, Latinos showed similar patterns of search behaviors to the general
population.
Low-income respondents more often reported using their PA to find energy saving information than their
standard-income counterparts (23% vs. 17%) 57 and were less likely to mention Mass Save as a source of
information for lowering their energy bills, compared to their standard-income counterparts (4% vs. 10%,

55

500 total respondents answered this question, and the total number of answers was 569 (because it was a multiple-choice
question). Among respondents, 62 answered “don’t know” to this question; these are excluded from the table percent estimates.

56 Z-test for proportions between Latinos and Low-income groups; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level (Latino group n=115;
Low-income group n=145).

57 57

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level (Standard-income group n= 355; Low-income group n=145).
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respectively). 58 Low-income customers were also more likely to indicate that they were not sure where to
look for this type of information than the general population (19% vs. 13%). 59
Figure 23: SOURCE FOR INFORMATION ON LOWERING BILLS (Multiple Response)
55%

47%
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on Lowering Bills
Overall
(n=500)
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(n=115)
Low-Income
(n=145)

51%

38%

18%

21%

23%

19%
10%

0%

4%
Internet search

Utility company
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9% 9%
4%

Mass Save general

13% 13%
6%

PA Website

Not sure

Commercial Customers. Echoing residential findings, most commercial customers rely on internet searches
(45%) or PA company sources (27%) for information on lowering their energy bill (Figure 19). 60

58
59

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level (General population group n= 500; Low-income group n=145).
Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level (General population group n= 500; Low-income group n=145).

60 This 2019 Massachusetts Awareness Commercial Survey question was modified to align with the 2019 Massachusetts Awareness
Residential Survey to allow for comparisons between commercial and residential responses. Last year, the question, “If you wanted
to know more about how to lower your business’ energy bills, where would you look for information?” was a multiple response.
This year, that survey question was open end.
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FIGURE 24: COMMERCIAL CUSTOMERS SOURCE FOR INFORMATION ON LOWERING BILLS
(MULTIPLE RESPONSE; N = 267) 61
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FINDING 3. MARKETING OUTREACH EFFECTIVELY REACHES
CUSTOMERS IN A VARIETY OF WAYS AND CONTRIBUTES TO
MESSAGE CLARITY AND CUSTOMER FAVORABILITY
Most residential and commercial customers recall seeing some type of Mass Save outreach and
report that the messages are clear. Further, customer favorability of the Mass Save brand
remains exceedingly high among all key customer segments, including residential and
commercial customers, and Latino and low-income residential segments.

CAMPAIGN OUTREACH RECALL
Residential customers. Most residential customers who have heard of Mass Save recall seeing some type
of Mass Save outreach (87%, n=398), whether through direct marketing, such as receiving an email or a bill
insert, or some type of mass marketing, like radio advertising or social media outreach.
When drawing comparisons between those customers who recall seeing a form of mass marketing as
opposed to direct marketing, significantly more recall the former (77% vs. 43%). 62

62

Survey question F1: “We’re interested in all of the places where you may have heard about Mass Save. Have you ever …”
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Latino and low-income respondents similarly recall seeing some type of Mass Save outreach (including both
direct and mass marketing), at 53% and 52%, respectively. However, fewer Latinos recall seeing a specific
type of Mass Save outreach than non-Latinos (53% vs. 63%, respectively) 63. Similarly, fewer low-income
respondents recall seeing specific outreach than standard-income customers (52% vs. 64%, respectively). 64
Across all groups, customers most frequently remembered hearing about Mass Save via their energy bills,
followed by emails, and when shopping for appliances (Table 11). Among Latinos and low-income
residential customers, social media was also a frequently mentioned outreach outlet (41% and 30%,
respectively).
TABLE 12: RESIDENTIAL MARKETING OUTREACH RECALL BY MARKETING CHANNEL 65

OVERALL

LOW-INCOME

LATINO

(N=404)

(N=91)

(N=83)

Energy bill

50%

56%

56%

Email

38%

30%

43%

In the mail

35%

35%

33%

Word of mouth

41%

32%

45%

When shopping for appliances

38%

36%

40%

Online ad

30%

21%

38%

TV ad

30%

32%

27%

Social media

28%

30%

41%

Radio ad

28%

26%

28%

Public transportation

22%

25%

30%

MARKETING TYPE & CHANNEL
Direct Marketing
Indirect Marketing

Mass Marketing

Most residential respondents reported that Mass Save messages are clear (81%), similar to Latinos and lowincome customers. 66
Commercial Customers. Almost all commercial customers aware of Mass Save recall having seen some
Mass Save outreach (96%), suggesting that commercial outreach channels are effective in reaching
customers. Word of mouth plays an important role in disseminating information with nearly half (47%) of
commercial customers reporting hearing about Mass Save through friends, family, or colleagues. Also, 72%
of commercial customers recall having seen ads through mass marketing efforts, and 68% through direct
marketing efforts (Table 12). 67 Specifically, 44% of customers recall such information from their utility bill,

63 Z-test

of proportions; Statistically significant at the p<0.001 level (Latino group n=137; Non-Latino group n=441).

64

Z-test of proportions; Statistically significant at the p<0.05 level (Low-income group n=167; Standard-income group n=411).

65

Percentages do not total 100%, as this is a multiple response question.

66 Low-income
67

vs standard-income are at 84% vs. 80%. Latinos vs non-Latinos are at 80% vs. 81%.

Percentages do not total 100%, as this is a multiple response question.
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demonstrating that customers still read and engage with their bills and it remains an effective
communication tool.
TABLE 13: MARKETING OUTREACH RECALL BY MARKETING CHANNEL (MULTIPLE RESPONSE N=247) 68

COUNT

PERCENT

115
88
82
65
61
50
50
41
108
90
91

47%
36%
34%
27%
25%
21%
21%
17%
44%
37%
37%

MARKETING TYPE & CHANNEL
Indirect Marketing

Mass Marketing

Direct Marketing

Word of Mouth
Radio Ad
TV Ad
Social Media
Online Ad
Business Journal
Billboard
Public Transportation
Energy Bill
In the Mail
Email

Most commercial respondents noted the Mass Save messaging is clear (86%), suggesting customers
understand Mass Save messaging and outreach materials.

PERCEPTIONS OF MASS SAVE TAGLINE
Residential customers. Almost two thirds (62%) of residential customers who have heard of Mass Save
agreed with the tagline, “Mass Save makes it easy to save money on your energy bill.” The proportion of
customers agreeing with this tagline has returned to 2017 levels after a slight decrease in 2018, as seen in
Table 13.
TABLE 14. LONGITUDINAL COMPARISON OF CUSTOMERS WHO AGREE WITH THE TAGLINE, “MASS
SAVE MAKES IT EASY TO SAVE MONEY ON YOUR ENERGY BILL” (RESIDENTIAL)

%
YEAR

68

2015

67%

2017

63%

2018

55%

2019

62%

Percentages do not total 100%, as this is a multiple response question.
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In addition, like last year, almost two-thirds (63%) of respondents perceived the campaign tagline, “Mass
Save makes it easy to save money on your energy bill,” to be clear (from 6 to 10 on a 0 to 10-point scale).
The average rating was 6.7. Again, this year, a histogram of responses (Figure 20) shows that most answers
are within 5 to 10 on the scale, but the distribution is bimodal – peaking both at 5 and at 10. In essence,
there are two groups of customers – one that thought the tagline was clear and one that did not. In part,
this may also reflect how the question is scaled: that is, that there is a group of customers who believe the
messages are clear and a group who is either unsure or neutral, thus picking 5 out of a 0-10 point scale.
FIGURE 25: HISTOGRAM OF MESSAGE CLARITY RATINGS (RESIDENTIAL)
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To understand why this bimodal distribution occurred, we investigated whether customers who had
recalled outreach similarly provided higher message clarity ratings. We hypothesized that customers who
recalled Mass Save outreach would rate the clarity of the message higher than those who did not recall
seeing outreach. However, we found that customers who recalled any type of outreach from Mass Save
had a similar distribution, compared to those who did not recall seeing any Mass Save marketing (6.4 and
6.8 average rating, respectively) (Figure 21). 69

69

T-test; Not statistically significant.
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FIGURE 26: COMPARISON OF CLARITY RATINGS BY TYPE OF RECALL AMONG RESIDENTIAL
CUSTOMERS

Recall
outreach
Do not recall
outreach

Not at all agree

Completely agree

Commercial Customers. There was a 9-percentage point decline in commercial respondents who agree
(from 6 to 10 on a 0 to 10-point scale) that “Mass Save makes it easy to save money on my energy bill”,
from 73% in 2018 to 62% in 2019. 70 Average ratings stayed consistent from 2018 and 2019, 6.6 and 6.5
respectively. However, among customers who recall seeing or hearing Mass Save messaging (n=147), that
percentage jumps to 72% and a mean rating of 7.2. The distribution of ratings was similar for commercial
and residential respondents (Figure 22).

70

Z-test of proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.01 level (2019 n=235; 2018 n=173).
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FIGURE 27: COMPARING AGREEMENT RATINGS OF HOW MASS SAVE MAKES IT EASY TO SAVE
MONEY
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Commercial respondents who believe Mass Save messaging is clear has, overall, increased since 2015.
However, the proportion of commercial customers who agreed with the tagline, “Mass Save makes it easy
to save money on your energy bill”, peaked last year at 73% and declined to 62% this year (Table 14). 71
TABLE 15: LONGITUDINAL COMPARISON OF MESSAGE CLARITY AND AGREEMENT WITH THE
TAGLINE (COMMERCIAL) 72

% MESSAGE WAS

% AGREE WITH

CLEAR

TAGLINE

2015

82%

69%

2017
2018

80%
85%

67%
73%

2019

86%

62%

YEAR

71

Z-test of proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level (2019 n=235; 2018 n=173).

72 Survey question E3: “Do you think the messages you heard or saw were clear?” (select one) and survey question F1 (1): “On a
scale from 0 to 10 where 0 is “not at all agree” and 10 is “completely agree”, how much do you agree with the following statements?
Mass Save makes it easy to save money on my energy bill.”
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CUSTOMER FAVORABILITY OF MASS SAVE
Residential customers. As in previous years, survey respondents were given a description of Mass Save and
asked about their favorability of the brand, based on the information provided. 73 Most residential
respondents reported a favorable opinion of Mass Save. Among all residential respondents, 94% said they
view Mass Save either very favorably or somewhat favorably, that is, either 4 or 5 on a scale ranging from
1 to 5. This is very similar to last year when the number of respondents expressing favorability toward Mass
Save was 95%. Low-income and Latino respondents are also equally likely to give Mass Save high favorability
ratings (94% and 95%, respectively).
Commercial customers. As with residential customers, nearly all commercial customers (93%) rated Mass
Save favorably. Favorability ratings do not vary by business type.

FINDING 4. AWARENESS OF ORGANIZATIONS THAT PROMOTE
ENERGY EFFICIENCY SHIFTS THIS YEAR, WHILE KNOWLEDGE OF
BRAND SPONSORSHIP REMAINS FAIRLY STRONG
Unaided awareness: There was a downward shift in residential customers reporting
that Mass Save promotes energy efficiency, and an upward shift in those reporting
that their utilities or energy efficiency service providers promote efficiency, from last
year to this year. About one-third of both residential and commercial customers do
not know any organization that promotes energy efficiency.
Brand sponsorship: More than half of residential and commercial customers report
that the PAs sponsor Mass Save.

AWARENESS OF ORGANIZATIONS THAT PROMOTE ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Residential customers. There is a marked difference between aided awareness and unaided awareness
metrics. 74 As described in Finding 1, 70% of residential general population customers reported that they
have seen or heard the term Mass Save (aided). Unaided, 34% mentioned Mass Save as an organization
that promotes energy efficiency.
73

Survey question H13: “And based on this general description, do you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable, somewhat
unfavorable opinion, or a very unfavorable opinion of Mass Save?”
Survey question D1: “Have you seen or heard the term Mass Save” (aided awareness question) and survey question C1: What
organizations are you aware of that promote energy efficiency?” (unaided awareness question).

74
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There has been a shift in customers who are more likely this year than last year to report that their utilities
or energy efficiency service providers promote energy efficiency, increasing by more than three times, from
8% in 2018 to 28% in 2019 (Figure 23). This may not be surprising, given that the PAs have made efforts to
ensure that Mass Save is seen as part of the PAs from the perspective of their customers. There has also
been an analogous decrease in customers who are less likely this year than last year to report that Mass
Save is an organization that promotes energy efficiency, decreasing from a high of 57% in 2018 to 34% in
2019. 75 Lastly, the percentage of customers who reported, unaided, that they did not know any
organizations that sponsored energy efficiency increased from 2018 to 2019 (16% and 32%, respectively).
Combined, these findings may indicate that there are some different customer groups: those who are
aware of their PA’s role in energy efficiency sponsorship and those who are largely unaware of
organizations that promote energy efficiency.
FIGURE 28. AWARENESS OF ORGANIZATIONS THAT PROMOTE ENERGY EFFICIENCY 76
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The difference in unaided awareness is more pronounced in the low-income vs. standard-income groups.
While the aware group represents 37% within the standard-income population, it is 18% in the low-income
population. 77 Following the low-income group trend, fewer renters mentioned Mass Save compared to

Survey question C1: “What organizations are you aware of that promote energy efficiency?” This survey questions measures
unaided awareness of organizations that promote energy efficiency in Massachusetts.
75

Non-PA includes non-PA organizations, such as manufacturers, ENERGY STAR®, non-profit organizations, renewable energy
organizations state or federal government, and fuel assistance.

76

77

Z-test of proportions; Statistically significant at the p <.001 level (Low-income group n=94; Standard-income group n=425).
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homeowners (9%, compared to 41%). 78 Latinos did not show this pattern since unaided awareness levels
were similar among Latinos and non-Latinos (32%, and 34%, respectively). 79
Commercial customers. At 40% (n=109), Mass Save was the most cited organization that promotes energy
efficiency among commercial customers (unaided awareness) (Figure 24). 80, 81 A quarter of respondents
cited PA sources while over one third could not recall an organization that promotes energy efficiency.
Respondents working in real estate were more likely than the overall population to cite Mass Save, 57%
and 40% respectively. 82

Mass Save was the most cited organization that promotes
energy efficiency among commercial customers.
There are differences between aided awareness and unaided awareness metrics. As described in Finding
1, 81% of commercial customers reported hearing or seeing the term Mass Save (aided). Unaided, 40%
mentioned Mass Save as an organization that promotes energy efficiency. While aided awareness was high
among all commercial customers, customers across all business types had lower rates of unaided
awareness of Mass Save.
Commercial customers were less likely to cite non-PA organizations (e.g., non-governmental organizations
[NGOs], government agencies, manufacturers) than residential customers, 13% and 20%, respectively. 83
Otherwise, commercial customer responses were similar to residential (Table 15). Over a third of
commercial customers and residential customers cited Mass Save as an organization that promotes energy
efficiency. 84 Commercial customers were also just as likely to cite utilities or energy efficiency service
providers as promoting energy efficiency as residential customers, 32% and 28% respectively. 85

78

Z-test of proportions; Statistically significant at the p <.001 level (Renter group n=176; Homeowner group n=374).

79

Z-test of proportions; Not statistically significant (Latino group n=126; Non-Latino group n=393).

80

Survey question B1: “What organizations are you aware of that promote energy efficiency (i.e., help you save energy?)”

An unaided awareness survey question was not asked of commercial respondents during 2018; as such, we do not draw
comparisons between 2018 and 2019.

81

82

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level (Overall n = 272; Real Estate n = 28)

83

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level (Commercial n= 285; Residential n= 518).

84

Z-test for proportions; Not statistically significant.

85

Z-test for proportions; Not statistically significant.
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FIGURE 29: UNAIDED AWARENESS OF MASS SAVE COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL
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MASS SAVE SPONSORSHIP
Residential customers. In order to offer a more comprehensive list of possible perceived sponsors of Mass
Save, this year we included two additional response options: federal government and NGOs. 86 Overall, 10%
of respondents indicated Mass Save is sponsored by the federal government while 16% of Latinos and 6%
of low-income customers believe the same. For nonprofit organizations, 15% of all survey respondents
chose this option while 16% of Latinos and 17% of low-income respondents did so. Because we changed
the survey response options this year, we do not draw comparisons to earlier years. 87

86

The 2018 survey included response options: PAs or EESPS; state government; don’t know; other.

87

Survey question D7: “Please name any organizations that you think sponsor Mass Save. A best guess is fine.”
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TABLE 16. PERCEIVED SPONSORSHIP BY SEGMENT

OVERALL

LATINO

LOW-INCOME

(N=412)

(N=85)

(N=96)

PA

57%

53%

52%

State government
Federal government
NGO
Don't know

43%
10%
15%
10%

50%
16%
16%
11%

32%
21%
17%
21%

SPONSOR

Low-income customers showed similar beliefs about Mass Save sponsorship to their standard-income
counterparts (59%). 88 Among Latino customers, about half named their PA as a Mass Save sponsor (53%);
like non-Latino residential customers (59%). 89
Commercial customers. More than half (59%) of commercial customers believe that PAs sponsor Mass Save
(Table 16). Customers who reported working in healthcare or industrial or manufacturing cited the state
government as a sponsor at higher rates than other business types. 90
TABLE 17. COMMERCIAL PERCEPTIONS OF MASS SAVE SPONSORSHIP (MULTIPLE RESPONSE;
N=250) 91

SPONSOR
PA
State government
Federal government
NGO
Don't know

COUNT

PERCENT

148
116
36
30
13

59%
46%
14%
12%
5%

BRAND ASSOCIATIONS
Residential customers. Respondents most frequently associate Mass Save with energy in general (28%) and
energy assessments (27%), followed by lighting or light bulbs (13%, Table 19). 92 These findings continue to
reflect the Mass Save marketing campaign which positions Mass Save as a way to save energy and includes

88

Z-test for proportions; Not statistically significant (Low-income group n=96; standard-income group n=300).

89 Z-test

for proportions; Not statistically significant (Latino group n=85; non-Latino n=318).

90

Due to small sample sizes, statistical tests were not conducted (Healthcare n = 17; Industrial n=16)

91

Survey questions C8: “Which of the following organizations do you think sponsor Mass Save?” (multiple response).

92

D4: “What do you associate with Mass Save?”
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specific messaging related to home energy assessments, lighting, and other efficiency options and
improvements.

Unaided, residential respondents most frequently associate Mass
Save with energy in general, followed by energy assessments and
lighting.
Commercial respondents associate Mass Save with energy
assessments, followed by rebates for lighting, and a resource for
energy efficient information.
Overall, Latinos and low-income customers responded similarly to the MA general population. Specifically,
similar proportions of the overall, Latino, and low-income population reported that they associate Mass
Save with energy in general (28%, 23%, and 32%, respectively) and with lighting or light bulbs (13%, 12%,
and 17%, respectively), (Table 17). However, fewer low-income customers indicated they associate Mass
Save with home energy assessments than standard-income respondents (16% vs. 31%, respectively). 93
Latino customers were more likely to associate Mass Save with zero or low interest loans than the MA
general population (Table 17).

93

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level (Low-income group n=90; Standard-income group n=308).
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TABLE 18. RESIDENTIAL BRAND ASSOCIATIONS (UNAIDED, MULTIPLE RESPONSE)

OVERALL

LATINO

LOW-INCOME

(N=388)

(N=85)

(N=90)

UNAIDED ASSOCIATIONS
Energy in general (energy efficiency/saving energy)
28%
23%
Home energy assessment
27%
32%
Rebates on high-efficiency products/equipment
16%
18%
Other
14%
16%
Lighting/light bulbs
13%
12%
Saving money on my energy bill
10%
7%
Insulation/windows
10%
5%
Resource for energy information
8%
5%
Not sure
6%
7%
Zero/low interest loans
4%
10%**
Makes it easy to save energy
3%
4%
*statistically significant difference with overall group at p value <.05, ** at <.01, *** at <.001.

32%
16%**
3%***
14%
17%
13%
6%
8%
9%
0%
4%

All residential customers, including Latinos and low-income customers, are most likely to associate “home
energy assessments” with the Mass Save brand. Latinos, however, also associate the Mass Save brand with
“a way to lower your energy bills” and “a resource for energy efficiency information” at a higher rate than
the Massachusetts general residential population and low-income customers (Table 18). 94
TABLE 19. RESIDENTIAL BRAND ASSOCIATIONS (AIDED, SINGLE RESPONSE)

LOWOVERALL

LATINO

INCOME

(N=410)

(N=86)

(N=97)

33%
27%**
28%**
11%
1%
1%

36%
18%
18%
16%
5%
2%

AIDED ASSOCIATIONS
Home energy assessments
42%
A way to lower your energy bills
17%
A resource for energy efficiency information and services
18%
Rebates for a variety of equipment and products
16%
Making saving energy easy
5%
Not Sure
2%
**statistically significant difference with overall group at p value <.01.

Commercial customers. The top three unaided brand associations with Mass Save were consistent across
2018 and 2019 commercial customers (Figure 26). 95 There was a significant uptick in commercial customers
94

Survey question D5: “What do you most associate with Mass Save?”

95

Z-test for proportions; Not statistically significant.
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who associate Mass Save with rebates and incentives for lighting, jumping from 25% in 2018 to 38% in
2019. 96 Commercial customers working in property or office management were more likely to associate
Mass Save with energy assessments or audits (57% and 39%, respectively) and rebates for lighting relative
to overall respondents (59% and 38%, respectively). 97 Those working in the service industry and retail were
more likely to associate Mass Save as a resource for energy efficiency information relative to overall
respondents, 34% and 19%, respectively. 98
FIGURE 30: COMMERCIAL BRAND ASSOCIATIONS (UNAIDED, MULTIPLE RESPONSE) 99
39%

Energy assessment or audit

34%
38%

Rebate or incentive for energy
efficient lighting or lighting control

25%
19%

Resource for energy
efficiency information

23%
0%

45%
2019 (n=224)

2018 (n=159)

Commercial respondents most associate Mass Save with energy assessments, an increase from 27% in 2018
to 38% in 2019 (Figure 27). 100 However, 2019 respondents were less likely to associate Mass Save with a
way to lower bills relative to 2018 commercial respondents, 18% and 25%, respectively. 101 Respondents
working in healthcare or industry or manufacturing most associated Mass Save with their website and
rebates for high efficiency equipment respectively. 102 Additionally, respondents working in hospitality were
just as likely to associate Mass Save with an energy assessment program as a way to lower energy bills.

96

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.001 level (2019 n=224; 2018 n=159)

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level and p<.01 level respectively (Overall n =224 ; Property or Office
Management n= 37).

97

98

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level (Overall n=224; Service Industry n=32)

99

Survey question C4: “What do you associate with Mass Save?” (open end)

100

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p< .05 level (2019 n=224; 2018 n=167).

101

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p< .05 level (2019 n=224; 2018 n=167).

102

Due to small sample sizes, statistical tests were not conducted (Healthcare n=16; Industrial n=14).
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FIGURE 31. COMMERCIAL BRAND ASSOCIATION (AIDED, SINGLE RESPONSE) 103
40%

38%

27%
19%

July 2019 (n=224)

25%

22%
18%

Feb 2018 (n=167)

13%

0%

An energy
assessment
program

Rebates for a
variety of highefficiency
equipment

10%

A way to lower
Website that
your energy bills provides resources
for EE information,
services, and
rebates

10% 11%

Making saving
energy easier

FINDING 5. AS ANTICIPATED, HIGHER AWARENESS AND FAMILIARITY
WITH THE MASS SAVE BRAND CORRESPONDS WITH HIGHER RATES
OF PROGRAM PARTICIPATION
Residential and commercial customers aware of Mass Save are more likely to report
higher levels of familiarity with the brand.
Residential customers were more likely to have participated in an efficiency program if
they reported a high level of familiarity with the brand.
Residential customers. Over two-thirds of all residential respondents noted they were aware of programs
to help them save energy in their home (66%), similar to 2018 (68%). 104 Also, program participation rates
among those aware of Mass Save programs remains steady from last year (62% in 2019 vs. 61% in 2018),
(Figure 28). 105
Often, increases in awareness correspond with increases in participation, and as such, it may not be
surprising that customer awareness of energy efficiency programs and actual participation in those
programs appears poised to converge. However, the highest rates of customer awareness were 74%,
103

Survey question C5: “Which of the following do most associate with Mass Save?” (select one)

104

H1: “Prior to this call, did you know that there are programs, solutions, and rebates to help you save energy in your home?”

105 H6: “Have you used an energy saving program, service, or rebate sponsored by your utility or energy efficiency service provider?”
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consistently attained from 2013 through 2017. As such, considering this high rate as an awareness
potential, the story becomes more nuanced, with a potentially greater divergence between the percentage
of respondents who could be aware of programs (74%) and those who are aware of and participated in a
program (62%). Given this, there is likely still opportunity to continue increasing both awareness and
participation rates; in other words, it is unlikely that program participation has been saturated.
FIGURE 32. RESIDENTIAL CUSTOMER AWARENESS OF AND PARTICIPATION IN EE PROGRAMS
73%

74%

74%

Awareness and
Program Participation

74%

55%

68%

66%

61%

62%

Feb 2018

Jul 2019

Aware of EE programs

37%
Aware of Mass Save and
participated in EE
program

Mar 2013

Dec 2013

Jan 2015

Jan 2017

The more residential customers are familiar with the
Mass Save brand, the more likely they are to be aware of,
and have participated in, energy-saving programs.
As expected, more residential customers who reported they were familiar with Mass Save also reported
being aware of, and participating in, energy-saving programs (Table 19 and Table 20). 106 Among residential
customers who reported that they were familiar with the Mass Save brand, 85% of those were aware of
energy efficiency offerings and 69% had participated in an energy efficiency program.
Also, the majority of those respondents familiar with Mass Save have participated in an energy efficiency
program, either last year or the years before (79%) (Table 20). On the other hand, 50% of those customers
unfamiliar with Mass Save have not participated in an energy efficiency program. 107

106 A

107

comparison with last year is not viable due to differences in the question format.

Both group differences are statistically significant at the p<.05 level.
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TABLE 20. PROGRAM AWARENESS BY FAMILIARITY WITH MASS SAVE 108

AWARE OF EE
PROGRAMS

NOT AWARE OF
EE PROGRAMS

85%***
69%

15%
31%

FAMILIARITY
Familiar (n=243)
Unfamiliar (n=169)
***Statistically significant at p<.001.

TABLE 21: PROGRAM PARTICIPATION BY FAMILIARITY WITH MASS SAVE

PARTICIPATED
LAST YEAR

PARTICIPATED IN
PRIOR YEARS

DID NOT
PARTICIPATE

23%***
14%

56%
36%

21%
50%

FAMILIARITY
Familiar (n=207)
Unfamiliar (n=115)
***Statistically significant at p<.001.

Low-income respondents were less likely to be aware of efficiency programs compared to standard-income
respondents (54% vs. 68%, respectively). 109 The awareness gap is at similar levels than in 2018 (61% and
69%, respectively). There were also differences in % participation between low-income and standardincome groups. Low-income customers participated less both last year and in years before (52%) than
standard-income customers (63%). 110
Latino customers also showed a lower level of program awareness compared to non-Latino customers (59%
vs. 67%). 111 However, program participation was similar in both groups (63% vs. 61%, respectively). 112 For
the Latino group, program awareness levels are lower in 2019, compared to 2018 (63% vs. 77%). 113

Among commercial customers who are aware of efficiency
programs, over half have participated in a program.
Commercial customer. Program awareness is consistent with 2018 levels, with more than half of all
commercial respondents aware of programs to help them save energy in their business (54% vs. 57%).
Here, “Familiar” represents the sum of customers who indicated they were “very familiar” or “somewhat familiar” when asked
the question, “How familiar are you with Mass Save? Would you say you are very familiar, somewhat familiar, neither familiar nor
unfamiliar, somewhat unfamiliar, or very unfamiliar?”
108

109

Z-test of proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.001 level (Low-income group n=166; standard-income group n=411).

110

Z-test of proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level (Low-income group n=166; standard-income group n=411).

111

Z-test of proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level (Latino group n=137; non-Latino group n=441).

112

Z-test of proportions; Not statistically significant (Latino group n=137; non-Latino group n=441).

113

Z-test of proportions; Statistically significant at p <.01 level (2018 group n=117; 2019 group n=137).
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Among customers who are aware of programs in 2019 (n=176), over half (56%) participated in an energy
efficiency program.
Consistent with 2018 findings, among commercial customers who recognize that Mass Save provides
both home and business solutions, 63% participated in an energy efficiency program (Table 21).
TABLE 22: COMMERCIAL UNDERSTANDING OF MASS SAVE OFFERINGS AND PROGRAM
PARTICIPATION 114

PARTICIPATED
UNDERSTANDING OF OFFERINGS
Both home and business (n=126)
Either home or business (n=25)
Don't know (n=6)

DID NOT
PARTICIPATE

63%
40%
50%

37%
60%
50%

Being familiar with Mass Save was associated with higher program awareness (Table 22). 115 However,
familiarity with Mass Save did not translate to higher rates of program participation in the last year (Table
23). 116 However, familiarity was associated with higher rates of program participation in prior years. 117 Also,
commercial respondents were less likely to be aware of programs than residential respondents (57% vs.
66%). 118
TABLE 23: PROGRAM AWARENESS BY FAMILIARITY WITH MASS SAVE (COMMERCIAL) 119

FAMILIARITY
Familiar (N=166)
Unfamiliar (N=83)

AWARE OF EE
PROGRAMS

WAS NOT AWARE OF
EE PROGRAMS

69%**
52%

31%
48%

**Statistically significant p<.01.

Survey question C6: “To the best of your knowledge, does Mass Save offer solutions for your business, your home or both?”
(select one) and survey question G5: “Has your business utilized any of the programs, solutions, or incentives we’ve discussed?”
(select one).
114

115

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.01 level (Familiar n=166; Unfamiliar n=83).

116

Z-test for proportions; Not statistically significant.

117

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.05 level (Familiar n=114; Unfamiliar n=43).

Z-test for proportions; Statistically significant at the p<.01 level (Commercial n=308; Residential n=578).
Survey question C3: “How familiar are you with the services Mass Save provides? Would you say you are…?” (select one) and
survey question G1: “Prior to this survey, did you know that there are programs, solutions, and incentives to help businesses in
Massachusetts save energy?” (select one).
118
119
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TABLE 24: PROGRAM PARTICIPATION BY FAMILIARITY WITH MASS SAVE (COMMERCIAL) 120

PARTICIPATED IN

PARTICIPATED IN

DID NOT

LAST YEAR

PRIOR YEARS

PARTICIPATE

27%
19%

39%*
23%

34%
58%

FAMILIARITY
Familiar (N=114)
Unfamiliar (N=43)
*Statistically significant p<.05.

Among commercial respondents who participated in an efficiency program, 54% received rebates for
efficient lighting. This aligns with findings discussed earlier in the report where 38% of commercial
customers reported associating Mass Save with lighting rebates.
TABLE 25. COMMERCIAL PROGRAM AWARENESS (MULTIPLE RESPONSE; N=154) 121

PROGRAM
Incentives for EE lighting
Energy assessments
Incentives for EE HVAC equipment
Incentives or rebates for appliance upgrades
Not sure

COUNT

PERCENT

54
37
28
24
32

35%
24%
18%
16%
21%

4. CONCLUSIONS
Awareness and favorability of the Mass Save brand remain stable and high among residential and
commercial customers from 2018 to 2019. Among the Latino residential population, there was a significant
increase in awareness of the brand, indicating that Spanish-speaking outreach is reaching its target
population.
Engagement with the MassSave.com website appears to be increasing compared to 2018. This year, more
residential customers visited the website multiple times, and more commercial customers visited the
website at least once. Customers go to the site for a variety of reasons, including to learn about rebates
and incentives, find information about energy assessments for homes or businesses, and for energy
efficiency tips. Overall, customers find the website useful, and a significant number are likely to recommend
the website.

120

Survey question C3: “How familiar are you with the services Mass Save provides? Would you say you are…?” (select one) and
survey question G5: “Has your business utilized any of the programs, solutions, or incentives we’ve discussed?” (select one).
Survey question G1: “Prior to this survey, did you know that there are programs, solutions, and incentives to help businesses in
Massachusetts save energy?” (select one).

121
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The relationship between aided awareness of the Mass Save brand, unaided awareness, and brand
sponsorship awareness remains complex. While more than half of residential and commercial customers
perceive the PAs as sponsoring Mass Save, a significant number still do not. Moreover, about one-third of
residential and commercial customers do not know any organization, such as Mass Save or the PAs, that
promotes energy efficiency.
Future research could explore customer perceptions related to brand sponsorship – including identifying
the cognitive associations that customers have with the Mass Save brand, why customers hold certain
perceptions about the brand, and how the PAs could further increase awareness that the brand is
sponsored by the PAs.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A: Detailed Residential Survey Methods
Appendix B: Residential Mass Save Brand Awareness and Engagement Study – Residential Survey
Appendix C: Mass Save Brand Awareness and Engagement Study – Commercial Survey
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Appendix A: Detailed Residential
Survey Methods

A P P E N D I X A : D E TA I L E D S U R V E Y M E T H O D S
DETAILED RESIDENTIAL SURVEY METHODS
This section provides detailed information about the residential population frame provided by DNV-GL,
the survey sample frame developed by ILLUME, the survey fielding, and the characteristics of survey
respondents.

SAMPLING STRATEGY
Population Frame. As discussed in the Residential Survey Methods, DNV-GL provided a random sample of
residential PA customers which the ILLUME team used as the population frame. This approach was used
because, like last year, MA evaluation contractors did not have access to full residential population data.
DNV-GL prepared the random sample as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

DNV-GL pulled the random sample proportionally by PA and by low-income customers.
DNV-GL used low-income rate codes provided by the PAs to identify low-income customers for
the low-income oversample.
DNV-GL used a list of last names commonly associated with customers who said they were
Hispanic on the 2010 census for the Latino oversample.
Customers who were ineligible to be contacted for the survey were removed, including:
o Those on “Do Not Contact” lists provided by the PAs
o Customers participating in, or solicited for, other research samples and surveys
All PA customers were assigned random numbers, and a sample was selected based on a sort by
random number function.

To ensure adequate survey completes of Latino and low-income customers, the sample size of these
customer segments was doubled in the population frame (Table 1).
TABLE 1: STRATA POPULATION AND SAMPLE COUNTS
LOW

POTENTIAL

INCOME

SPANISH1

POP COUNT

POP

SAMPLE-

SAMPL

PERCENT

ELIGIBLE

E

POP3

COUNT

PA
Cape Light
Compact

Eversource

National Grid

0

N

161,385

6.7%

161,385

2,005

1

N

14,556

0.6%

14,556

3622

0

N

831,782

34.5%

823,360

10,337

0

Y

125,284

5.2%

124,479

3,1132

1

N

65,885

2.7%

65,121

1,6352

1

Y

29,533

1.2%

29,364

7342

0

N

910,711

37.7%

863,274

11,316

0

Y

109,198

4.5%

104,057

2,7142

Unitil

1

N

110,255

4.6%

105,015

2,7402

1

Y

29,565

1.2%

28,372

7352

0

N

22,688

0.9%

22,688

282

1

N

3,504

0.2%

3,504

872

2,414,346

100%

2,345,175

36,060

Total

1 Y: Percent of people that live in the zip code that speak Spanish but that do not speak English or do not speak English well is
equal to or greater than 4%; N: Less than 4%
2 Sample size was doubled in these strata to accommodate oversampling
3 Sample-eligible population are those customers that have current contact information, can be contacted (do not appear in the
do not contact list), and are not in the Baseline sample

To identify potential Spanish-speaking respondents, DNV-GL used a list of approximately 2,000 Hispanic
last names generated from the 2010 United States Census list of last names commonly associated with
Hispanic respondents. The ILLUME team then used the list of Hispanic last names and a fuzzy matching
method to identify a larger set of potential Latino customers in the population frame (Table 2). 1
TABLE 2: HISPANIC AND LOW-INCOME CUSTOMERS IN POPULATION FRAME

COUNT
GROUP
Low-income Latino
Standard-income Latino
Low-income, Non-Latino
Standard-income, Non-Latino
Total

1,677
5,009
4,616
24,755
36,057

PERCENT
4.7%
13.9%
12.8%
68.6%
100%

Survey Sample Frame. For the final residential survey sample frame, the ILLUME team cleaned the data
provided by DNV-GL and over-sampled both Latino and low-income populations. The ILLUME team used
the sample drawn by DNV-GL as the population from which to draw a sample for the survey.
The research team excluded the following accounts in the final residential sample:
• Duplicate accounts. We found nine duplicated residential accounts in the population frame. We
retained the first record in the file with the duplicated address for possible inclusion in the
sample frame.
• Invalid customer names. Records missing customer names or with invalid customers names were
removed. Invalid customer names often occur due to data entry issues (e.g., The customer name
is actually an address).

1

The Jaro-Winker distance method in R was used to fuzzy match Hispanic customers’ last names to the Hispanic last
name list. This method measures the number of matching characters between two strings that are not too many
positions apart and adds a penalty for matching characters that are transposed. This method was developed at the
Census Bureau to address inaccurate text fields like names and addresses.

•
•
•
•
•

•

Incorrect or missing contact information. Records missing both a valid email address and valid
phone number were removed from the sample frame. Records with missing or invalid mailing
addresses were also removed from the sample frame.
Non-residential accounts. Records were removed if customer names contained non-residential
terms. For instance, if customer names contained any of the following terms, “HSG AUTH”,
“ASSOC”, “LLC”, “CONDO”, they were removed from the sample frame. 2
Closed rate code accounts. We eliminated the rate codes of “Water Htg. - Annual (Closed)” and
“Water Htg. - Dummy (Closed)."
Seasonal homes with mailing addresses outside the state of Massachusetts. Any records with the
following rate codes were removed: "Residential - Seas. Optional" or " Water Htg. - Seas.
(Closed)". Also, records with mailing addresses outside of Massachusetts were removed.
Customers with “Do not Call” or “Do not Email” designation. DNV-GL removed customers with a
“Do not contact” designation from the population frame they provided. However, they did
include some customers with a “Do not Mail” or “Do not Call” designation, which we excluded
from our sample frame.
Customers potentially impacted by disruption of service. In 2018, customers in Lawrence,
Andover, and North Andover experienced an interruption in service due to an explosion. Using zip
codes, customers in these towns were removed from the sample frame (Table 3).
TABLE 3: MA TOWNS IMPACTED BY INTERRUPTION OF SERVICE

ASSOCIATED ZIP CODES
IMPACTED TOWNS
Lawrence

01840

North Andover

01845

Andover

01810

01841

01842

01843

01812

05501

05544

Table 4 below summarizes the distribution of low-income and Latino customers in the population frame
before and after data cleaning.

2

After closely examining the data, the following text strings were used to identify non-residential customers:
"realty", "st", "housing", "park", "village", "housing for", "k & d homes", "mjventure", "bha-commonwealth", "town",
"second", "academy", "autism", "for eldly", "north", "girl", "apts", "the", "acdmy", "agcy", "outreach center", "assc",
"asc", "fsh&gme", "housing for", "habitat for", "enterprise", "hsg auth", "housing auth", "assoc", "llc", "condo",
"trust"realty", "inc", "boston", "community", "college", "university", "properties", "baptist church", "real est
"economic", "rectory", "federated", "construction", "company", "investment", "rental", "realty", "lp", "associates",
"corp", "housing", "corporation", "association", "wpi", "father bill", "human services", "co", "liv", "mgt", "asso",
“prope” "amy lowell house", "inn", "hospital", "our lady", "for children", "day care", "management", "r c bishop of
spfld", "trst", "ctr", "enterprise", "st mary", "@", "century", "rap-"

TABLE 4: DISTRIBUTION OF LOW-INCOME AND LATINO CUSTOMERS BEFORE AND AFTER CLEANING

RAW POP FRAME

CLEAN POP FRAME

N

%

N

%

Low-income Latino

1,677

5%

1,519

5%

Standard-income Latino

5,009

14%

4,578

14%

Low-income, Non-Latino

4,616

13%

4,401

13%

Standard-income, Non-Latino

24,755

69%

22,445

68%

Total

36,057

100%

32,943

100%

GROUP

The ILLUME team used random sampling to generate the sample for the following customer strata: (1)
Low-income, Latino; (2) Standard-income, Latino; (3) Low-income, Non-Latino, and; (4) Standard-income,
Non-Latino. Using the same approach as last year, a census of low-income, Latino customers was used to
improve the likelihood of achieving an adequate response rate among this group (Table 5). In the
weighting scheme, we excluded the Low-income and Latino oversample to estimate the population and
use only the population frame that came from the simple random sample. More details about the
weighting approach are described in the main body of the report.
TABLE 5: FINAL RESIDENTIAL SAMPLE FRAME PROVIDED TO SURVEY HOUSE

SAMPLE FRAME

SURVEY SAMPLE AS A % OF

n

%

POP FRAME

Low-income Latino

1,519

9%

100%

Standard-income Latino

2,692

16%

59%

Low-income, Non-Latino

3,000

18%

68%

Standard-income, Non-Latino

9,826

58%

44%

Total

17,037

100%

-

GROUP

FIELDING
We conducted a pretest of the survey prior to a full launch to test for customer response to the
introductory outbound phone script, customer understanding of the survey, and to identify potential
errors in survey skip-logic programming. Based on this pre-test, minor changes were made to enhance
customer responsiveness to the survey. The research team fielded the residential surveys from May –
June, 2019.
Invitation letters were mailed to 8,000 residential customers. Customers receiving this letter were
directed to the web survey but were also given the option to call in to complete the survey. Residential
customers who did not respond to the mailed invitation letter were sent an email invitation, directing

them to the web-based survey. Like the mail invitation letter, the email invitation also provided an option
for completing the survey via telephone. The research team directly conducted follow-up phone calls for
residential customers who did not respond to either the mail or email invitations.

SURVEY COMPLETES
TABLE 6: RESIDENTIAL SURVEY COMPLETES BY SURVEY MODE

SURVEY COMPLETES
2017
SURVEY MODE
Telephone
Web-based
Total

220
387
607

2018

2019

170
399
569

164
445
609

The research team calculated a survey response rate of 8.5%. The response rate was calculated by
dividing the total number of responses (609) by the total valid sample (7,146). This valid sample excluded
nonworking/wrong numbers and emails, ineligible non-MA customers, and business numbers.

DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISON BETWEEN 2019 AND 2018 SURVEY
RESPONDENTS
To ensure comparability of survey results longitudinally, the research team compared demographic
responses from the 2019 and 2018 survey respondents. Overall there are several small differences across
the survey cohorts (Table 7) – with more homeowners responding to the 2019 survey than the 2018
survey (3.1% difference), fewer respondents who had not completed high-school (4.4% difference), and
slightly more customers living in apartments and condos in 5+ units (2.4%). However, these differences
are small in nature and reflect typical random shifts across respondents in longitudinal studies.
TABLE 7. DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISONS BETWEEN 2018 AND 2019 SURVEY RESPONDENTS
2019
QUESTION AND RESPONSE OPTION

N

2018
%

N

PERCENT
%

DIFFERENCE

DO YOU OWN OR RENT YOUR HOME?

Own
Rent
Other
Total

375
176
4
555

67.6%
31.8%
0.7%

301
52
69
97

52.1%
9.1%
12.0%
16.8%

349
192

64.5%
35.5%

3.1%
-3.7%
0.7%

54.5%
9.2%
12.8%
14.4%

-2.4%
-0.1%
-0.8%
2.4%

541

RESIDENCE TYPE

Single-family
Duplex or two-family
Apartment/condo in a 2-4-unit building
Apartment/condo in a 5+ unit building

295
50
69
78

Townhouse or row house
Mobile home, house trailer
Other
Not sure
Refused
Total

25
5
11
1
16
577

4.3%
0.8%
1.9%
0.2%
2.9%

34
8
6
2
0
542

6.3%
1.5%
1.0%
0.4%
0.0%

-2.0%
-0.7%
0.9%
-0.2%
2.9%

10
76
103
146
205
3
1
544

1.8%
14.0%
18.9%
26.8%
37.7%
0.6%
0.2%

32
89
90
124
173
2
3
513

6.2%
17.4%
17.5%
24.2%
33.7%
0.4%
0.6%

-4.4%
-3.4%
1.4%
2.7%
4.0%
0.2%
-0.4%

LEVEL OF EDUCATION

Less than high school
High school graduate or equivalent
Attended some college
Bachelor’s degree
Advanced degree
Other
Not Sure
Total

D E TA I L E D C O M M E R C I A L S U R V E Y M E T H O D S
This section provides detailed information about the commercial population frame provided by DNV-GL,
the survey sample frame developed by the ILLUME team, the survey fielding, and the number of
completed surveys.

SAMPLING STRATEGY
Population Frame. As with the residential population, the ILLUME team used a random sample of 30,000
PA commercial customers provided by DNV-GL as our population frame because MA evaluation
contractors no longer have access to full customer population data. The commercial sample was not
stratified and was pulled as two simple random samples, one for each fuel type.
DNV-GL prepared the random samples of gas and electric commercial customers as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Excluded customers considered to be very large accounts, including:
o Electric: accounts with greater than 10,000,000 annual kWh usage
o Gas: accounts with greater than 200,000 annual therm usage
Excluded customers with rate codes including street lights, water pumps, and cell towers.
Excluded records for customers that are not eligible to be contacted for the survey, including:
o Those on “Do Not Contact” lists provided by the PAs
o Customers participating in, or solicited for, other research samples and surveys.
Excluded Harvard University and Massachusetts Institute of Technology accounts.
Excluded customers potentially impacted by disruption of service. In 2018, customers in
Lawrence, Andover, and North Andover experienced an interruption in service due to an
explosion. Using zip codes, customers in these towns were removed from the population frame.
Generated a random sample of customers across electric and gas PAs.

Survey Sample Frame. To develop the final survey sample frame, the ILLUME team cleaned the original
sample data of 30,000 commercial records provided by DNV-GL. The ILLUME team used the sample
drawn by DNV-GL as the population from which to draw a sample for the survey.
The ILLUME team excluded the following accounts in the final commercial sample:
•
•
•
•

Duplicate accounts. In cases where commercial accounts were duplicated, accounts with the
same customer name, primary phone number and email address, we retained the first record in
the file and removed the remaining duplicates from the sample frame.
Invalid service addresses. Service addresses missing a building number, containing an invalid
building number (e.g., zero), or businesses located outside of Massachusetts were removed from
the sample frame.
Incorrect or missing contact information. Records missing both a valid email address and valid
phone number were removed from the sample frame. Records with missing or invalid mailing
addresses were also removed from the sample frame.
Duplicated contact information. In cases where commercial records had duplicated phone
numbers or emails, the first record was retained, and the remaining duplicated records were
removed from the sample frame.

After the above data cleaning steps were taken by the ILLUME team, the population frame contained
21,035 records (Table 7). From these 21,036 records, the ILLUME team selected a random sample of
14,014 for the commercial survey. It should be noted that phone numbers and emails were not available
in the PA records supplied to DNV-GL for Columbia.
TABLE 8: PAS BY FUEL TYPE IN THE POPULATION FRAME PRE AND POST DATA CLEANING

RAW POPULATION

CLEAN POPULATION

FRAME

FRAME

N

%

N

%

National Grid
Eversource
Cape Light Compact
Unitil
Total

10,010
9,160
1,580
250
21,000

48%
44%
8%
1%
100%

7,440
6,284
1,148
202
15,074

49%
42%
8%
1%
100%

National Grid
Columbia
Eversource
Berkshire
Liberty
Unitil
Total

4,551
1,858
1,802
365
297
125
8,998
29,998

51%
21%
20%
4%
3%
1%
100%

3,890
1,573
303
92
103
5,961
21,035

65%
26%
5%
2%
2%
100%
-

FUEL & PA

Electric

Gas

Total

-

The ILLUME team pulled random samples, proportional to PAs, to generate the sample for the
commercial survey. The survey sample was divided into two sample groups before providing it to the
survey house to ensure they had an adequate sample to achieve the targeted number of responses.
Dividing the sample into multiple sample groups maximizes response rates and minimizes non-response
bias by exhausting the first sample group before using the second sample group.
TABLE 9: FINAL COMMERCIAL SAMPLE FRAME PROVIDED TO SURVEY HOUSE

SAMPLE GROUP 1

SAMPLE GROUP 2

n

%

n

%

2,395
2,215
395
68
5,073

47%
44%
8%
1%
100%

2,425
2,187
395
54
5,061

48%
43%
8%
1%
100%

FUEL & PA

Electric

National Grid
Eversource
Cape Light Compact
Unitil
Total

Gas

National Grid
Columbia
Eversource
Berkshire
Liberty
Unitil
Total

Total

1,245
526
91
74
26
1,962
7,035

63%
27%
5%
4%
1%
100%

1,215
554
91
18
40
1,918
6,979

63%
29%
5%
1%
9%
100%

FIELDING
We conducted a pre-test of the commercial survey in April 2019 to test for customer response to the
introductory outbound phone script, customer understanding of the survey, and to identify any errors in
survey skip-logic programming. Based on this pre-test, we made minor changes to enhance customer
responsiveness to the survey. The research team fielded the commercial surveys in July 2019.
We mailed 7,035 commercial customers a survey invitation letter. The invitation letter described the
survey and potential for respondents to win one of the fifteen $20 gift cards and provided instructions for
completing the survey via telephone or online. The research team directly conducted follow-up phone
calls for commercial customers who did not respond to either the mail or email invitations.

SURVEY COMPLETES
The research team set quotas for survey completes by PA. However, while we had set quotas for a
proportional number of completes across all the gas and electric PAs, we were unable to obtain any
surveys from Liberty Gas commercial customers. The research team achieved 308 completed surveys.
There were no differences between commercial customers and survey mode. That is, customers who
completed the web-based survey did not differ from those who completed the phone survey.
The commercial survey response rate was 6.0%. The response rate was calculated by dividing the total
number of responses (308) by the total valid sample (5,051). This valid sample excluded
nonworking/wrong numbers and emails as well as ineligible customers.

Appendix B: Residential Mass Save
Brand Awareness and Engagement
Study – Residential Survey

APPENDIX B: MASS SAVE BRAND AWARENESS AND ENGAGEMENT STUDY –
RESIDENTIAL SURVEY
TO: Massachusetts Program Administrators and Energy Efficiency Advisory Council Consultants
FROM: ILLUME ADVISING

OVERVIEW AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
During March and April 2019 1, ILLUME will conduct surveys with residential and commercial utility
customers who live in Massachusetts. The overall goals of this survey are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue the longitudinal assessment of key awareness metrics, such as overall awareness and
Mass Save brand familiarity.
Assess whether changes in awareness are due to Mass Save campaign changes.
Measure customer awareness of specific energy efficiency programs.
Explore the relationship between customers’ brand and program awareness, their intention to
make behavior changes, actual behavior changes, and participation in energy efficiency programs.
Explore customers’ understanding of Mass Save sponsorship.
Continue to gather feedback on the Mass Save website, which was redesigned in 2017.

Table 1, below, provides an outline of the study objectives, research questions, and survey questions.
TABLE 1. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
TOPIC

Longitudinal assessment of key
awareness metrics, such as
overall awareness and Mass
Save, and brand familiarity.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

•
•
•

1

What is the level of residential and
commercial customer awareness of
the Mass Save brand?
What is the level of residential and
commercial customer familiarity
with the Mass Save brand?
What are the longitudinal changes
in awareness and familiarity with
the Mass Save brand over time?

SURVEY QUESTIONS

C1, C2, C3, D1, D2,
D3, D4, D5

Survey fielding timeline contingent upon utility data receipt, cleaning, sampling, and any additional data requests.

•

•
Explore customers’
understanding of Mass Save
sponsorship.

•

Gather feedback on the Mass
Save website, which was
redesigned in 2017.

•
•

Explore the impact of the Mass
Save campaign and any changes
in awareness of the Mass Save
campaign.

•
•

•
•

Customer awareness of specific
energy efficiency programs.

•

Understand the relationship
between customers’ brand and
program awareness, their
intention to make behavior
changes, and actual behavior
changes and participation in
energy efficiency programs.

•

What are the awareness and
familiarity differences across key
sub-populations, including the lowincome and Spanish-speaking
populations?
What are the awareness
differences by geographic region?
What is the level of residential and
commercial customer awareness of
the link between their utility or
energy efficiency service provider
and Mass Save?
What is residential and commercial
customer awareness of the Mass
Save website?
What feedback do residential and
commercial customers have
regarding the website?

D7, D8

E1, E2, E3, E4, E5, E6,
E7, E8

Was the Mass Save campaign
messaging clear to the customer?
What messages are most
influential in encouraging
customers to participate in energy
efficiency programs and why?
What is the influence of Mass Save
marketing on participation in PA
programs?
What are customers’ attitudes
toward Mass Save?

D6, F1, F2, F3, G1, I1,
I2, I3, I4

What is the level of residential and
commercial awareness of
programs offered?
How do customers’ attitudes about
Mass Save influence their
perceived ability to make energy
efficient behavior changes? To
participate in energy efficiency
programs?

H1, H2, H3, H4, H5,
H6, H7, H8, H9, H10,
H11, H12, H13, J1, J2,
J3.

In total, the research team will conduct 900 residential surveys and 300 commercial surveys.

We will send all customers for whom we have contact information a mailed invitation letter with a web
address to take the survey. And, when an email address is available, we will send an additional email
invitation follow-up. Customers receiving these invitations will be directed to the web survey but given the
option to call in by phone to complete the survey.
We will work with professional survey house Ewald & Wasserman to conduct these surveys. They will call
a sample of non-responders directly via telephone to complete an interview.
Surveys will be approximately 10 minutes long.
Reviewer Note: Many questions within this survey are drawn from previously fielded survey instruments,
including the Massachusetts Statewide Energy Efficiency Consumer Study (Opinion Dynamics and Shelton
Group; Illume Advising) and the Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Programs Non-Participant Panel Survey
(Residential Retrofit Evaluation Group). In some cases, the wording of the questions or response categories
has been modified.
Answer responses in parenthesis will not be read during the phone survey and will not appear as options
on the online survey. If all answer choices are in parenthesis, the question will be an open end for the web
survey. For the web survey, “Don’t know” and “Refused” will be excluded in the answer choices, however,
respondents can go to the next question without answering.

SURVEY INTRODUCTIONS
PHONE OUTBOUND INTRODUCTION
Hi, this is [Interviewer Name] and I’m calling on behalf of [PA name]. I’m calling to conduct a brief survey
on behalf of a statewide research initiative. Upon completion of this survey, you will be entered into a
drawing to win one of 25 $20 VISA Gift Cards. Please note that this is not a sales call.
[IF NAME IS AVAILABLE] May I please speak with <NAME>? [IF NAME IS AVAILABLE] May I please speak with
<NAME>?
[IF NAME IS NOT AVAILABLE OR IF NEEDED] May I please speak with someone who is involved in making
decisions about your home? (If needed: Improvements such as replacing heating equipment or purchasing
appliances.)
(IF NEEDED: We’re conducting a survey to gather information about advertisements you and other
residents in the state are exposed to. My questions should take about 10 minutes to complete and your
responses will be kept anonymous.)
PHONE INBOUND INTRODUCTION
Can you please verify your PIN number is <SURVEY PIN>? (IF INCORRECT PIN, DISPO AS 95 AND INPUT
CORRECT PIN/RECORD)
Thank you very much for calling to participate in this important study. My name is [Interviewer Name]. The
questions should take about 10 minutes of your time.
WEB INTRODUCTION
Thank you for your interest in this survey. Your participation is very important to us and the state of
Massachusetts. Upon completion of this survey, you will be entered into a drawing to win one of twentyfive $20 VISA Gift Cards.
We’re conducting this survey to gather information about advertisements you and other residents in the
state are exposed to. The survey should take about 10 minutes to complete and your responses will be
kept anonymous.
[FOR WEB: To go through the survey in Spanish, click the drop-down menu in the top right hand corner of
the screen and select “Español”]
Click 'Next' to begin the survey. [HYPERLINK TO SURVEY]

SURVEY INSTRUMENT
LANGUAGE
[ASK ALL]
A1. Do you want to continue in English or Spanish? [SELECT ONE.]
1. English/Inglés
2. Spanish/Español [Switch to Spanish survey]
[ASK ALL]
A2. ¿Quiere usted continuar en inglés o español? [SELECT ONE.]
1. English/Inglés
2. Spanish/Español [Switch to Spanish survey]
SCREENER
[ASK ALL]
B1. Do you or anyone in your household work for an advertising agency or a market research firm?
[SELECT ONE.]
1. Yes [Thank and Terminate]
2. No
98. [Not Sure] [Thank and Terminate]
99. [Refused] [Thank and Terminate]
[ASK ALL]
B2. Do you or anyone in your household work for a natural gas or electric company or an energy
efficiency service provider? [SELECT ONE.]
1. Yes [Thank and Terminate]
2. No
98. [Not Sure] [Thank and Terminate]
99. [Refused] [Thank and Terminate]

EXPOSURE TO INFORMATION SOURCES (UNAIDED)
[ASK ALL]
C1. What organizations are you aware of that promote energy efficiency (i.e., help you save
energy?)
[MULTIPLE RESPONSE.] [RANDOMIZE FOR WEB]
1. (Mass Save)
2. (Utility companies or energy efficiency service providers)
3. (Manufacturers – e.g., Cree, General Electric)
4. (ENERGY STAR®)
5. (Renewable energy organizations/representatives/companies e.g., Cape Wind)
6. (Non-profit/non-governmental organization dedicated to environmental Issues –
i.e. CET)
7. (Non-profit/non-governmental organization not specifically dedicated to
environmental issues (i.e. churches)
8. (State or federal government)
96. (None)
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK ALL]
C2. If you wanted to know more about how to lower your energy bills, where would you look for
information?
[MULTIPLE RESPONSE[RANDOMIZE FOR WEB]
1. (Mass Save website)
2. (Website for utility/energy efficiency service provider)
3. (Call utility/energy efficiency service provider 800 number)
4. (Internet search/online (i.e., Google, Yahoo))
5. (Utility bill, NOT website or phone number)
6. (Social media (i.e., Facebook, Twitter, etc.))
7. (Friends, family, coworkers)
8. (State/local/federal government agency or their website)
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK ALL]
C3. What websites, if any, would you visit to find information on energy saving tips or practices?
[MULTIPLE RESPONSE.] [RANDOMIZE FOR WEB]
1. (Utility/energy efficiency service provider website)

2. (Mass Save website)
3. (Internet search engines; i.e., Google, Yahoo)
4. (Local/state/federal government-affiliated website)
5. (ENERGY STAR® website)
96. (None)
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
AWARENESS OF MASS SAVE (AIDED)
[ASK ALL]
D1. Have you seen or heard the term, “Mass Save”? [SELECT ONE.]
1. Yes
2. No
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK D2 IF D1> 1 AND WEB]
D2. D2_1: [WEB ONLY] [IF D1> 1]
Before taking this survey, had you seen this logo? [SELECT ONE.]

1. Yes
2. No [SKIP TO H1]
98. [Not Sure] [SKIP TO H1]
99. [Refused] [SKIP TO H1]
[ASK IF MASS SAVE IS SELECTED D1 = 1 OR D2 = 1, ELSE SKIP TO H1.]
D3. How familiar are you with the services Mass Save provides? Would you say you are…? [SELECT
ONE.]
1. Very unfamiliar
2. Somewhat unfamiliar
3. Neither familiar nor unfamiliar
4. Somewhat familiar

5. Very familiar
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF MASS SAVE IS SELECTED IN C1 (= 1) OR C2 (= 1) OR D1 = 1 OR D2 = 1, ELSE SKIP TO H1.]
D4. What do you associate with Mass Save?
[MULTIPLE RESPONSE.] [SELECT TOP 5 RESPONSES.] [ONLINE: OPEN END.]
1. (Home energy assessment)
2. (Resource for energy efficiency information)
3. (Utility companies or energy efficiency service providers)
4. (Saving money on my energy bill)
5. (Rebates/Discounts on high-efficiency equipment and products)
6. (Energy – in general)
7. (Lighting/light bulbs)
8. (Makes it easy to save energy)
9. (Makes it easy to save money)
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF MASS SAVE IS SELECTED IN C1 (= 1) OR C2 (= 1) OR D1 = 1 OR D2 = 1, ELSE SKIP TO H1.]
D5. Which of the following do you MOST associate with Mass Save?
[ROTATE.] [SELECT ONE.]
1. Home energy assessments
2. Rebates for a variety of equipment and products
3. A resource for energy efficiency information and services
4. A way to lower your energy bills
5. Making saving energy easy
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF MASS SAVE IS SELECTED IN C1 (= 1) OR C2 (= 1) OR D1 = 1 OR D2 = 1, ELSE SKIP TO H1.]
D6. How did you first learn about Mass Save?
[ROTATE.] [SELECT ONE.]
1. Utility company or energy efficiency service provider
2. State government
3. Friend, family member, or colleague
4. Internet search
5. Social media
6. Masssave.com

97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF MASS SAVE IS SELECTED IN C1 (= 1) OR C2 (= 1) OR D1 = 1 OR D2 = 1, ELSE SKIP TO H1.]
D7. Please name any organizations that you think sponsor Mass Save. A best guess is fine.
[MULTIPLE RESPONSE.] [RANDOMIZE FOR WEB]
1. Utility company or energy efficiency service provider
2. State government [SKIP TO E1]
3. Federal government [SKIP TO E1]
4. Non-profit organization [SKIP TO E1]
97. [Other][Specify] [SKIP TO E1]
98. [Not Sure] [SKIP TO E1]
99. [Refused] [SKIP TO E1]
[ASK IF UTILITY COMPANY IS SELECTED IN D7 (=1), ELSE SKIP TO E1]
D8. On a 0 to 10 scale, with 0 being “not at all important” and 10 being “extremely important”, how
important is it that your utility or energy efficiency service provider sponsors Mass Save?
[RECORD 0-10, DK, REFUSED.]
AWARENESS OF MASS SAVE WEBSITE
[ASK IF D1=1 OR D2=1), ELSE SKIP TO SECTION H]
E1. Did you know there is a website called MassSave.com? [SELECT ONE.]
1. Yes
2. No [SKIP TO SECTION F1]
98. [Not Sure] [SKIP TO SECTION F1]
99. [Refused] [SKIP TO SECTION F1]
[ASK IF E1 = 1, ELSE SKIP TO SECTION F]
E2. How many times have you visited the MassSave.com website in the past year? [SELECT ONE.]
1. None [SKIP TO SECTION F1]
2. Once
3. 2-5 times
4. 6-10
5. 11 or more
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF E2 > 1, ELSE SKIP TO SECTION F1]
E3. When you last visited the MassSave.com website, what information did you search for?

[MULTIPLE RESPONSE.] [ROTATE.]
1. Information on rebates and incentives for my home
2. Information on energy assessments for my home
3. Information in the Mass Save blog
4. Information on energy efficiency tips
5. Shopping guide
6. MyEnergy information
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF E2 > 1, ELSE SKIP TO SECTION F1]
E4. On a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 being “not at all useful” and 10 being “extremely useful”, how useful
was the information you found on the MassSave.com website when you last visited it?
[RECORD 0-10 SCALE, DK, REFUSED.]
[ASK IF E4 < 3, ELSE SKIP TO E6]
E5. Why do you say that?
[OPEN END.] [RECORD VERBATIM.]
[ASK IF E2 > 1, ELSE SKIP TO SECTION F1]
E6. Is there anything missing on the MassSave.com website that you would have liked to see when
you visited?
1. Yes
2. No [SKIP TO E8]
98. [Not Sure] [SKIP TO E8]
99. [Refused] [SKIP TO E8]
[ASK IF E6 =1]
E7. What information would you have liked?
[OPEN END.] [RECORD VERBATIM.]
[ASK IF E2 > 1, ELSE SKIP TO SECTION F]
E8. On a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 is “not at all likely” and 10 is “extremely likely”, how likely are
you to recommend the MassSave.com website to a friend or family member based on your last
visit? [RECORD 0-10, DK, REF.]

EXPOSURE TO MASS SAVE MESSAGING (AIDED)
[ASK IF MASS SAVE IS SELECTED IN D1 = 1 OR D2 = 1, ELSE SKIP TO H1.]
F1. We’re interested in all of the places where you may have heard about Mass Save. Have you ever
…
[ROTATE.] [RECORD YES, NO, NOT SURE, REFUSED FOR EACH.] [IF YES, FOLLOW UP WITH “IN
THE PAST YEAR OR BEFORE THAT?”] [REQUEST RESPONSE IF UNANSWERED]
1. F1_1a:Heard about Mass Save on the radio? F1_1b: In the past year or before that?
2. F1_2a: Seen online advertising, videos, or infographics for Mass Save? F1_2b: In the
past year or before that?
3. F1_3a: Seen an advertisement for Mass Save on public transportation (e.g. the T,
commuter rail or bus)? F1_3b: In the past year or before that?
4. F1_4a: Seen information about Mass Save when shopping for appliances? F1_4b: In
the past year or before that?
5. F1_5a: Seen information about Mass Save on social media sites (e.g., Facebook or
Twitter?) F1_5b: In the past year or before that?
6. F1_6a: Received an email about Mass Save? F1_6b: In the past year or before that?
7. F1_7a: Seen a Mass Save advertisement on TV? F1_7b: In the past year or before
that?
[ASK IF MASS SAVE IS SELECTED IN D1 = 1 OR D2 = 1, ELSE SKIP TO H1.]
F2. Where else have you seen or heard about Mass Save? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE.] [ROTATE.]
1. Energy bill
2. In the mail
3. Word of mouth, friends/family/coworkers
4. Nowhere else
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF ANY RESPONSES IN F1 = 1] OR F2<5]
F3. Do you think the messages you heard were clear? [SELECT ONE.]
1. Yes
2. No
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
BASELINE FOR 2018 CAMPAIGN
[ASK ALL]
[ASK IF MASS SAVE IS SELECTED IN D1 = 1 OR D2 = 1, ELSE SKIP TO H1.]

G1. On a scale from 0 to 10 where 0 is “not at all agree” and 10 is “completely agree”, how much
do you agree with the following statements?
[RECORD 0-10, 98=DK, 99=REF FOR EACH STATEMENT.] [REQUEST RESPONSE IF UNANSWERED]
1. Mass Save makes it easy to save money on your energy bill.
2. It’s simple and easy to save energy and money.
PROGRAM AWARENESS AND PARTICIPATION
[ASK ALL]
H1. Prior to this call, did you know that there are programs, solutions, and rebates to help you save
energy in your home? [SELECT ONE.]
1. Yes
2. No [SKIP TO H5]
98. [Not Sure] [SKIP TO H5]
99. [Refused] [SKIP TO H5]
[ASK IF H1= 1; ELSE SKIP TO H5]
H2. What programs, solutions and rebates are you aware of? [OPEN END.] [MULTIPLE RESPONSE.]
1. (Home energy assessment)
2. (Appliance rebates)
3. (Appliance recycling)
4. (Heating & water heating rebates)
5. (Cooling rebates)
6. (Insulation/air sealing incentives)
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF H1=1; ELSE SKIP TO H5]
H3. What type of help or assistance do these programs, solutions, and rebates offer?
[OPEN END.] [MULTIPLE RESPONSE.]
1. (Home energy audits/assessments/home energy assessments)
2. (Rebates/incentives/loans/cost savings for efficient equipment (general)
3. (ENERGY STAR® lighting and products)
4. (Saving energy or general efficiency tips)
5. (Income-eligible programs/budget programs)
6. (Tax incentives)
7. (Rebates/programs – specific program)
8. Refrigerator or freezer recycling
96. (None)
97. [Other][Specify]

98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]]

[ASK IF H1 = 1; ELSE SKIP TO H5]
H4. What groups or organizations offer these programs, solutions, and rebates?
[OPEN END.] [MULTIPLE RESPONSE.]
1. (Mass Save)
2. (Utility companies/energy efficiency service providers)
3. (State government)
4. (Contractors/trade allies/electricians/etc.)
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK ALL]
H5. In the past year, have you made any of the following changes to your home? Have you…
[RECORD YES, NO, NOT SURE, REFUSED FOR EACH.]
a. Installed an energy saving furnace, boiler, water heater, thermostat, or central air
conditioner?
b. Added square footage to your home?
c. Added insulation, performed air or duct sealing, or replaced windows?
[ASK IF H1 = 1, ELSE SKIP TO H10
H6. Have you used an energy saving program, service, or rebate sponsored by your utility or energy
efficiency service provider? [SELECT ONE.]
This might include participating in a home energy assessment or applying for rebates or
discounts for energy saving lighting, appliances, heating, water heating, and cooling equipment.
1. Yes, in the past year
2. Yes, a year or two ago [skip to H9]
3. Yes, more than two years ago [skip to H9]
4. No [skip to H9]
98. [Not Sure] [skip to H9]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF H6=1; ELSE SKIP TO H9]
H7. What program(s), services, or rebates did you use?

[OPEN END.] [MULTIPLE RESPONSES.] [INTERVIEWER NOTE ORDER OF REPORTING.]
1. (Home energy assessment/audit)
2. (Appliance rebates)
3. (Appliance recycling)
4. (Heating & water heating rebates)
5. (Cooling rebates)
6. (Insulation incentives)
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF H6=1; ELSE SKIP TO H9]
H8. What were the main reasons you participated in this program/these programs?
[MULTIPLE RESPONSE.] [SELECT TOP 3 RESPONSES.] [ROTATE.]
1. Saving money
2. Saving energy
3. Improving the air quality in my home
4. Protecting the environment
5. For the benefit of future generations
6. Reducing our dependence on foreign oil
7. Helping Massachusetts lead the way on saving energy
8. Improving the comfort level in my home
9. Reducing air pollution
10. Increasing the value of my home
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF H6 > 1 AND (H5a = YES OR H5b =YES OR H5c =YES)]
H9. Why didn’t you use any of the energy saving programs, services, or rebates when you completed
recent work on your home?
[OPEN END.]
1. (Cost of energy-efficient equipment)
2. (House is already energy efficient)
3. (House is too old)
4. (Didn’t have the time)
5. (Didn’t want to deal with the hassle)
6. (I don’t need the money)
7. (I didn’t know how to participate)
8. (Didn’t know where to get information)
9. (I didn’t know there were programs)
10. (Didn’t have financing options)

97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]

[ASK ALL]
H10. How likely are you to participate in an energy efficiency program in the next year? Please rate
it on a scale, where 0 is “not at all likely” and 10 is “extremely likely”.
[RECORD 0-10, NOT SURE, REFUSED.]
[ASK IF H10 = 3 to 10]
H11. Which programs are you most likely to participate in?
[MULTIPLE RESPONSE.] [ROTATE.]
1. Energy audits & weatherization (insulation and air sealing)
2. Appliance rebates
3. Appliance recycling
4. Heating & water heating rebates
5. Cooling rebates
6. Lighting rebates
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK ALL]
[H12 INTRO] I appreciate your feedback. Mass Save is, in fact, a statewide energy efficiency
partnership between utilities, energy efficiency service providers to provide programs for ALL
Massachusetts homes and businesses to save energy. These programs include home energy
assessments and rebates and incentives for installing energy efficient lighting, appliances,
heating and cooling systems, home insulation, air sealing or improving the energy performance
of your home.
H12. Were you aware of this before this call? [SELECT ONE.]
1. Yes
2. No
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK ALL]
H13. And based on this general description, do you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable,
somewhat unfavorable opinion, or a very unfavorable opinion of Mass Save? [SELECT ONE.]

1. (Very favorable)
2. (Somewhat favorable)
3. (Somewhat unfavorable)
4. (Very unfavorable)
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
MEDIA USE
Next, I’d like to ask a few questions about your media usage.
[ASK ALL]
I1. On average, how often do you listen to the radio? [SELECT ONE.]
1. Every day
2. Often
3. Occasionally
4. Never [SKIP TO I3]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[IF I1=4, SKIP TO I3.]
I2. What time are you most likely to listen to the radio? [SELECT ONE.]
1. Morning (breakfast/morning drivetime)
2. Mid-morning/afternoon (daytime)
3. Early evening (evening drivetime)
4. Late evening
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK ALL]
I3. About how often do you use the internet? [SELECT ONE.]
1. Several times a day
2. About once a day
3. 3-5 days a week
4. 1-2 days a week
5. Every few weeks
6. Less than every few weeks
7. Never
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK ALL]

I4. What is the best way to reach households like yours to let them know about the Mass Save
programs? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE.] [ROTATE.]
1. My utility’s website
2. Masssave.com
3. My utility’s bill insert
4. A letter or postcard from my utility, separate from the monthly bill
5. Email from my utility
6. My contractor
7. Retail stores (Home Depot, Best Buy)
8. TV/Radio ads
9. Social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram)
10. Print media (newspaper/magazine)
11. Family or friends
12. Internet ad
13. Text messages on my mobile phone
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
ENERGY EFFICIENCY KNOWLEDGE/ATTITUDES
[ASK ALL]
J1. Now I’m going to read a few statements. Using a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 means “not at all
agree”, 10 means “completely agree”, please tell me how much you agree with the following:
[ROTATE.][REQUEST RESPONSE IF MORE THAN 1 UNANSWERED]
1. I worry whether there is enough money to pay my energy bill. [0-10, DK, REF]
2. I worry that the cost of energy to run my home will increase. [0-10, DK, REF]
3. Household electricity use has an impact on the environment. [0-10, DK, REF]
4. It is my responsibility to use as little energy as possible to help the environment. [010, DK, REF]
5. Conserving electricity will help reduce global warming. [0-10, DK, REF]
6. I feel guilty if I use too much energy. [0-10, DK, REF]
7. I have to take the lead in my household if we're going to keep our utility bills down.
[0-10, DK, REF]
8. If my utility bill goes up, I feel like I must do something to reduce it. [0-10, DK, REF]
9. I usually pay more for products that are environmentally friendly. [0-10, DK, REF]
10. I intend to conserve gas or electricity consumption in my home this winter. [0-10,
DK, REF]
11. I’m too busy to be concerned with saving energy in my home. [0-10, DK, REF]
12. I am willing to pay more for energy to be able to be comfortable at home. [0-10,
DK, REF]
13. I am concerned that my comfort level will decrease if I try to reduce my energy
consumption at home. [0-10, DK, REF]
14. I know what actions to take to reduce my energy use. [0-10, DK, REF]

15. I am concerned about wasting our planet’s resources. [0-10, DK, REF]
16. I describe myself to friends as environmentally responsible. [0-10, DK, REF]
[ASK ALL]
J2. On a 0 to 10 scale, where 0 means “not at all concerned” and 10 means “very concerned” how
concerned are you about: [RECORD 0-10, DK, REF FOR EACH.]
1. Water pollution
2. Climate change
3. Air pollution
4. Inefficient use of energy
5. Global warming
6. Greenhouse emissions
[ASK ALL]
J3. On a scale from 0 to 10 where 0 means “Never” and 10 means “Always”, how frequently do
you do the following things, if at all? [RECORD 0-10, DK, REF FOR EACH, ROTATE]
1. Unplug appliances and equipment when not using them [0-10, DK, REF]
2. Run laundry with cold water [0-10, DK, REF]
3. Turn off lights when not in use [0-10, DK, REF]
4. Set thermostat to different temperatures for different times of the day [0-10, DK,
REF]
DEMOGRAPHICS
[ASK ALL]
K1. Do you own or rent your home? [SELECT ONE.]
1. (Own)
2. (Rent)
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused] [FOR WEB: PREFER NOT TO ANSWER]
[ASK ALL]
K2. What type of residence do you live in? [SELECT ONE.]
[READ CATEGORIES.] [ROTATE.]
1. Single-family
2. Duplex or two-family
3. Apartment/condo in a 2-4-unit building
4. Apartment/condo in a 5+ unit building
5. Townhouse or row house (shared/adjacent walls to another house)
6. Mobile home, house trailer
97. [Other][Specify]

98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused] [FOR WEB: PREFER NOT TO ANSWER]
[ASK ALL]
K3. In what year were you born?
[NUMERIC OPEN END.] [1890-1996, 9999 REFUSED.]
[ASK ALL]
K4. Including yourself, how many people reside in this home for each of the age categories listed
(the total number will be calculated for you)? Please remember to include yourself in the count.
1. ____Number of children 6 and younger
2. ____Number of children 7 to 17
3. ____Number of adults 18 to 34
4. ____Number of adults 35 to 50
5. ____Number of adults 51 to 64
6. ____Number of adults 65 and older
7. ____Total household members including yourself
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused] [FOR WEB: PREFER NOT TO ANSWER]
[PROGRAMMING NOTE: K4_7 SHOULD EQUAL THE SUM OF K4_1 TO K4_6, OTHERWISE
SHOW MESSAGE: “THE TOTAL NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS IS NOT CORRECT
BASED ON THE INFORMATION PROVIDED. PLEASE CORRECT TOTAL HOUSEHOLD
MEMBERS OR NUMBER OF MEMBERS WITHIN EACH AGE GROUP CATEGORY.”]
K4 VERIFY:
BASED ON THE INFORMATION YOU JUST ENTERED, INCLUDING YOURSELF THERE ARE %K4_7% PEOPLE IN
YOUR HOUSEHOLD.
IS THAT CORRECT? IF THAT NUMBER IS INCORRECT, YOU WILL RETURN TO THE PREVIOUS PAGE SO YOU
CAN UPDATE YOUR ANSWERS.
YES, THAT IS CORRECT
NO, THAT IS INCORRECT (RETURN TO K4)

[ASK ALL]
K5. What was your total annual reported household income in 2018 before any taxes? [SELECT
ONE.]
1. Less than $10,000
2. $10,000 to $14,999
3. $15,000 to $24,999
4. $25,000 to $34,999
5. $35,000 to $49,999
6. $50,000 to $74,999
7. $75,000 to $99,999
8. $100,000 to $149,999
9. $150,000 to $199,999
10. $200,000 or more
99. [Refused] [FOR WEB: PREFER NOT TO ANSWER]
[ASK ALL]
K6. What is the highest level of education you have completed? [SELECT ONE.]
1. Less than high school
2. High school graduate or equivalent (e.g., GED)
3. Attended some college (includes junior/community college)
4. Bachelor’s degree
5. Advanced degree
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused] [FOR WEB: PREFER NOT TO ANSWER]
[ASK ALL]
K7. What is your race or ethnicity? [MULTIPLE RESPONSE.] [ROTATE.]
1. White (For example, German, Irish, English, Italian, Polish, French, etc.)
2. American Indian or Alaska Native (For example, Navajo Nation, Blackfeet Tribe,
Mayan, Aztec, Native Village of Barrow Inupiat Traditional Government, Nome Eskimo
Community, etc.)
3. Asian (For example, Chinese, Filipino, Asian Indian, Vietnamese, Korean, Japanese,
etc.)
4. Black or African American (For example, African American, Jamaican, Haitian,
Nigerian, Ethiopian, Somalian, etc.)
5. Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin (For example, Mexican or Mexican American,
Puerto Rican, Cuban, Salvadorian, Dominican, Colombian, etc.)
6. Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander (For example, Native Hawaiian, Samoan,
Chamorro, Tongan, Fijian, Marshallese, etc.)
7. Middle Eastern or North African (For example, Lebanese, Iranian, Egyptian, Syrian,
Moroccan, Algerian, etc.)

8. Some other race, ethnicity, or origin
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused] [FOR WEB: PREFER NOT TO ANSWER]

[ASK ALL]
K8. Do you speak a language other than English at home [IF LANGUAGE = SPANISH SHOW
“Spanish”]? [SELECT ONE.]
1. Yes
2. No
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused] [FOR WEB: PREFER NOT TO ANSWER]
[ASK IF K8=1; ELSE SKIP TO K10]
K9. What is this language? [ROTATE.] [MULTIPLE RESPONSE.]
1. English
2. Spanish
3. Portuguese
4. Mandarin
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused] [FOR WEB: PREFER NOT TO ANSWER]
[ASK ALL]
K10. What county do you currently live in? [OPEN END.] [SELECT ONE.]
1. (Barnstable)
2. (Berkshire)
3. (Bristol)
4. (Dukes)
5. (Essex)
6. (Franklin)
7. (Hampden)
8. (Hampshire)
9. (Middlesex)
10. (Nantucket)
11. (Norfolk)
12. (Plymouth)
13. (Suffolk)
14. (Worcester) (Pronounced Wuh-ster) [PRONUNCIATION NOTE IN PHONE SURVEY
ONLY]
96. (None of the above)
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused] [FOR WEB: PREFER NOT TO ANSWER]

[ASK ALL]

K11. Which utility or energy efficiency service provider currently provides your home’s electric
services? [ROTATE.] [SELECT ONE.] [TELEPHONE INSTRUCTION: READ IF NECESSARY.]
1. Cape Light Compact
2. National Grid (formerly KeySpan)
3. Liberty Utilities (formerly New England Gas)
4. Eversource (formerly NSTAR or WMECO) [NOTE FOR INTERVIEWER FOR PHONE
SURVEY ONLY: PRONOUNCED AS WEH-MEE-KO]
5. Unitil [NOTE FOR INTERVIEWER FOR PHONE SURVEY ONLY: PRONOUNCED, YOUNIH-TIL]
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused] [FOR WEB: PREFER NOT TO ANSWER]
[ASK ALL]
K12. Which utility or energy efficiency service provider currently provides your home’s natural gas
services? [ROTATE.] [SELECT ONE.] [TELEPHONE INSTRUCTION: READ IF NECESSARY.]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Columbia Gas (formerly Bay State Gas)
Berkshire Gas
National Grid (formerly KeySpan)
Liberty Utilities (formerly New England Gas)
Eversource (formerly NSTAR or WMECO) [NOTE FOR INTERVIEWER FOR PHONE
SURVEY ONLY: PRONOUNCED AS WEH-MEE-KO]
6. Unitil [NOTE FOR INTERVIEWER FOR PHONE SURVEY ONLY: PRONOUNCED, YOUNIH-TIL]
7. Blackstone Gas
96. (None of the above)
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused] [FOR WEB: PREFER NOT TO ANSWER]
[ASK IF K12 = 96, 98, OR 99]
K13. Our records show that your home zip code is <ZIP>. Is that correct? [SELECT ONE.]
1. Yes
2. No
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused] [FOR WEB: PREFER NOT TO ANSWER]
[ASK IF K13 = 2]
K14. What is your zip code?
[NUMERIC OPEN END.]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused] [FOR WEB: PREFER NOT TO ANSWER]

[ASK ALL]
K15. Is <PHONE> [ FOR ONLINE: EMAIL] the best phone number [ONINE: “email”] to reach you if you
are a winner in the VISA gift card drawing? This number will only be used to contact you
regarding the prize. [SELECT ONE.]
[IF NEEDED: WE ARE GIVING AWAY TWENTY-FIVE $20 VISA GIFT CARDS TO INDIVIDUALS WHO
COMPLETE THIS SURVEY.]
1. Yes, <PHONE> is the best number.[Email Address]
2. A better number would be: [NUMERIC OPEN END] [EMAIL ADDRESS]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused] [FOR WEB: PREFER NOT TO ENTER DRAWING FOR GIF CARD]
K16. [RECORD GENDER.] [DO NOT ASK.] {ONLINE: WHAT IS YOUR GENDER?]
1. Male
2. Female
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused] [FOR WEB: PREFER NOT TO ANSWER]
CLOSING
Those are all of the questions. We appreciate your time and participation. Thank you on behalf of the
sponsors of Mass Save.
TERMINATION / INELIGIBLE RESPONDENTS
Based on your responses you are not eligible to complete the study. We appreciate your time and
willingness to participate. Thank you on behalf of the sponsors of Mass Save.

Appendix C: Mass Save Brand
Awareness and Engagement Study
– Commercial Survey

APPENDIX C: MASS SAVE BRAND AWARENESS AND ENGAGEMENT STUDY –
COMMERCIAL SURVEY
TO: Massachusetts Program Administrators and Energy Efficiency Advisory Council Consultants
FROM: ILLUME ADVISING

OVERVIEW AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS
During March and April 2019 1, ILLUME will conduct surveys with residential and commercial utility
customers who live in Massachusetts. The overall goals of this survey are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue the longitudinal assessment of key awareness metrics, such as overall awareness and
Mass Save brand familiarity.
Assess whether changes in awareness are due to Mass Save campaign changes.
Measure customer awareness of specific energy efficiency programs.
Explore the relationship between customers’ brand and program awareness, their intention to
make behavior changes, and actual behavior changes and participation in energy efficiency
programs.
Explore customers’ understanding of Mass Save sponsorship.
Continue to gather feedback on the Mass Save website, which was redesigned in 2017.

Table 1, below, provides an outline of the study objectives, research questions, and survey questions.
TABLE 1. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
TOPIC

Longitudinal assessment of key
awareness metrics, such as
overall awareness and Mass
Save, and brand familiarity.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

•
•
•
•

1

What is the level of residential and
commercial customer awareness of
the Mass Save brand?
What is the level of residential and
commercial customer familiarity
with the Mass Save brand?
What are the longitudinal changes
in awareness and familiarity with
the Mass Save brand over time?
What are the awareness and
familiarity differences across key
sub-populations, including the low-

SURVEY QUESTIONS

B1, B2, C1, C2, C3,
C4, C5, C6, C7

Survey fielding timeline contingent upon utility data receipt, cleaning, sampling, and any additional data requests.

•
Explore customers’
understanding of Mass Save
sponsorship.

•

Gather feedback on the Mass
Save website, which was
redesigned in 2017.

•
•

Explore the impact of the Mass
Save campaign and any changes
in awareness of the Mass Save
campaign.

•
•

•
•

Customer awareness of specific
energy efficiency programs.

•

Understand the relationship
between customers’ brand and
program awareness, their
intention to make behavior
changes, and actual behavior
changes and participation in
energy efficiency programs.

•

income and Spanish-speaking
populations?
What are the awareness
differences by geographic region?
What is the level of residential and
commercial customer awareness of
the link between their utility or
energy efficiency service provider
and Mass Save?
What is residential and commercial
customer awareness of the Mass
Save website?
What feedback do residential and
commercial customers have
regarding the website?

C9, C10

C12, C13, C14, C15,
C16, C17, C18, C19

Was the Mass Save campaign
messaging clear to the customer?
What messages are most
influential in encouraging
customers to participate in energy
efficiency programs and why?
What is the influence of Mass Save
marketing on participation in PA
programs?
What are customers’ attitudes
toward Mass Save?

C8, C11, D1, D2, D3,
D4, D5, E1, G1, G2,
G3, G4, G5

What is the level of residential and
commercial awareness of
programs offered?
How do customers’ attitudes about
Mass Save influence their
perceived ability to make energy
efficient behavior changes? To
participate in energy efficiency
programs?

F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6,
F7, F8, F9, F10, F11

In total, the research team will conduct 900 residential surveys and 300 commercial surveys.
We will send all customers for whom we have contact information a mailed invitation letter with a web
address to take the survey. And, when email address is available, we will send an additional email invitation
follow-up. Customers receiving these invitations will be directed to the web survey but given the option to
call in by phone to complete the survey.

We will work with professional survey house Ewald & Wasserman to conduct these surveys. They will call
a sample of non-responders directly via telephone to complete an interview.
Surveys will be approximately 10 minutes long.
Reviewer Note: Many questions within this survey are drawn from previously fielded survey instruments,
including the Massachusetts Statewide Energy Efficiency Consumer Study (Opinion Dynamics and Shelton
Group; Illume Advising) and the Massachusetts Energy Efficiency Programs Non-Participant Panel Survey
(Residential Retrofit Evaluation Group). In some cases, the wording of the questions or response categories
has been modified.
Answer responses in parenthesis will not be read during the phone survey and will not appear as options
on the online survey. If all answer choices are in parenthesis, the question will be an open end for the web
survey. For the web survey, “Don’t know” and “Refused” will be excluded in the answer choices, however,
respondents can go to the next question without answering.

SURVEY GUIDE
PHONE INTRODUCTION
PHONE OUTBOUND INTRODUCTION
Hi, this is [Interviewer Name] and I’m calling on behalf of [PA name]. I’m calling to conduct a brief survey
on behalf of a statewide research initiative. Upon completion of this survey, you will be entered into a
drawing to win one of 25 $20 VISA Gift Cards. Please note that this is not a sales call.
[IF NAME IS AVAILABLE] May I please speak with <NAME>?
[IF NAME IS NOT AVAILABLE OR IF NEEDED] May I please speak with someone who is involved in making
decisions about your business? (If needed: I am looking to speak with someone who might be involved in
any decisions to improve or replace the systems in your facility, such as lighting or air conditioning.)
(IF NEEDED: We’re conducting a survey to gather information about advertisements you and other
residents in the state are exposed to. My questions should take about 10 minutes to complete and your
responses will be kept anonymous.)

PHONE INBOUND INTRODUCTION
Can you please verify your PIN number is <SURVEY PIN>? (IF INCORRECT PIN, DISPO AS 95 AND INPUT
CORRECT PIN/RECORD)
Thank you very much for calling to participate in this important study. My name is [Interviewer Name]. The
questions should take about 10 minutes of your time.

WEB INTRODUCTION
Thank you for your interest in this survey. Your participation is very important to us and the state of
Massachusetts. Upon completion of this survey, you will be entered into a drawing to win one of twentyfive $20 AMAZON Gift Cards.

We’re conducting this survey to gather information about advertisements you and other residents in the
state are exposed to. The survey should take about 10 minutes to complete and your responses will be
kept anonymous.
Click 'Next' to begin the survey. [HYPERLINK TO SURVEY]
SCREENER
[ASK ALL]
A1. Do you operate your business in a residential or commercial space?
1. Residential
2. Commercial
3. Both
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK ALL]
A2. Is your business located in Massachusetts?
1. Yes
2. No, no locations or facilities are in Massachusetts [Thank and Terminate]
3. Some locations or facilities are in Massachusetts
98. [Not Sure] [Thank and Terminate]
99. [Refused] [Thank and Terminate]
[ASK IF A2 = 3]
A3. Does your business serve customers in: [SELECT ONE.]
1. Massachusetts only
2. Massachusetts and other states
3. Other states only, but not in Massachusetts[Thank and Terminate]
97. [Other][Specify] [THANK AND TERMINATE]
98. [Not Sure] [THANK AND TERMINATE]
99. [Refused] [THANK AND TERMINATE]
[ASK ALL]
A4. What is your position within the business?
1. Business owner
2. Office Manager
3. Receptionist/Administrative Assistant/Clerical
4. Facilities/energy manager
97. [Other][Specify]

98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
EXPOSURE TO INFORMATION SOURCES (UNAIDED)
[ASK ALL]
B1. What organizations are you aware of that promote energy efficiency (i.e., help you save
energy?)
[OPEN END CATI/WEB] [ANWERING OPTIONS FOR CODING PURPOSES ONLY]
1. (Mass Save)
2. (Utility companies or energy efficiency service providers)
3. (Manufacturers – e.g., Cree, General Electric)
4. (ENERGY STAR®)
5. (Renewable energy organizations/representatives/companies e.g., Cape Wind)
6. (Non-profit/non-governmental organization dedicated to environmental Issues –
i.e. CET)
7. (Non-profit/non-governmental organization not specifically dedicated to
environmental issues (i.e. churches)
8. (State or federal government)
96. (None)
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK ALL]
B2. If you wanted to know more about how to lower your business’ energy bills, where would
you look for information?
[OPEN END CATI/WEB] [ANWERING OPTIONS FOR CODING PURPOSES ONLY]
1. (Utility or energy efficiency service provider in general)
2. (Utility or energy efficiency service provider website)
3. (Utility or energy efficiency service provider 800 number)
4. (Mass Save website/MassSave.com)
5. (Search engine such as Google or Yahoo)
6. (Friends, family, coworkers)
7. (Contractor)
8. (Architect/Engineer)
9. (Energy bill)
10. (Trade Allies/Associations)
96. (I wouldn’t look up any information)
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]

AWARENESS OF MASS SAVE CAMPAIGN (AIDED)
[ASK ALL]
C1. Have you seen or heard the term, “Mass Save”?
1. Yes
2. No
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK C2 IF C1 > 1 AND WEB ONLY]
C2. C2_1: [WEB ONLY] [IF C1 > 1]
Before taking this survey, had you seen this logo?

1. Yes
2. No [SKIP TO G1]
98. [Not Sure] [SKIP TO G1]
99. [Refused] [SKIP TO G1]
[ASK IF MASS SAVE IS SELECTED IN C1 (= 1) OR C2 (= 1), ELSE SKIP TO G1]
C3. How familiar are you with the services Mass Save provides? Would you say you are…?
[SELECT ONE.]
1. Very unfamiliar
2. Somewhat unfamiliar
3. Neither familiar nor unfamiliar
4. Somewhat familiar
5. Very familiar
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF MASS SAVE IS SELECTED IN C1 (= 1) OR C2 (= 1), ELSE SKIP TO G1]
C4. What do you associate with Mass Save?
[CATI: MULTIPLE RESPONSES. SELECT TOP 5 RESPONSES. FOR EACH RESPONSE, PHONE
INTERVIEWER SHOULD FOLLOW UP WITH: “DO YOU ASSOCIATE THAT WITH YOUR HOME, YOUR
BUSINESS, OR BOTH?”

[ONLINE: OPEN END. ANWERING OPTIONS FOR CODING PURPOSES ONLY. NO FOLLOW UP
QUESTION FOR ONLINE SURVEY.]
1. (Energy assessment or audit)
2. (Resource for energy efficiency information)
3. (Rebates/incentives for energy efficient lighting or lighting controls)
4. (Rebates/incentives for energy efficient heating equipment)
5. (Rebates/incentives for energy efficient cooling equipment)
6. (Rebates/incentives for energy efficient motors and VSDs)
7. (Rebates/incentives for energy efficient compressed air projects)
8. (Rebates/incentives for energy efficiency Custom projects)
9. (Website)
10. (Technical assistance/advice)
11. (Utility companies and energy efficiency service providers)
12. (State government)
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF MASS SAVE IS SELECTED IN C1 (= 1) OR C2 (= 1), ELSE SKIP TO G1]
C5. Which of the following do you MOST associate with Mass Save?
[ROTATE.] [SELECT ONE.]
1. An energy assessment program
2. Rebates for a variety of high-efficiency equipment
3. A campaign for change
4. A website that provides resources for energy efficiency information, services, and
rebates
5. A way to lower your energy bills
6. Making saving energy easier
97. [Other][Specify]

98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF MASS SAVE IS SELECTED IN C1 (= 1) OR C2 (= 1), ELSE SKIP TO G1]
C6. To the best of your knowledge, does Mass Save offer solutions for your business, your
home or both?
1. My business ONLY
2. My home ONLY
3. Both
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF MASS SAVE IS SELECTED IN C1 (= 1) OR C2 (= 1), ELSE SKIP TO G1]
C7. How did you first learn about Mass Save? Was it from…
[ROTATE.] [SELECT ONE.] [INTERVIEWER: READ ANSWER CHOICES]
1. Utility company or energy efficiency service provider
2. State government
3. Friend, family member, or colleague
4. Internet search
5. Social media
6. Or Masssave.com?
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF MASS SAVE IS SELECTED IN C1 (= 1) OR C2 (= 1), ELSE SKIP TO G1]
C8. Which of the following are organizations do you think sponsor Mass Save? A best guess is
fine.
[ROTATE.] [MULTIPLE RESPONSE] [INTERVIEWER: READ ANSWER CHOICES]
1. Utility company or energy efficiency service provider
2. State government [SKIP TO D1]
3. Federal government [SKIP TO D1]
4. Non-profit organization [SKIP TO D1]
97. [Other][Specify] [SKIP TO D1]
98. [Not Sure] [SKIP TO D1]
99. [Refused] [SKIP TO D1]
[ASK IF UTILITY COMPANY IS SELECTED IN C8 (=1), ELSE SKIP TO D1]
C9. On a 0 to 10 scale, with 0 being “not at all important” and 10 being “extremely important”,
how important is it that your utility or energy efficiency service provider sponsors Mass
Save? [RECORD 0-10, DK, REFUSED]

AWARENESS OF MASS SAVE WEBSITE
[ASK IF MASS SAVE IS SELECTED IN C1 (= 1) OR C2 (= 1), ELSE SKIP TO G1]
D1. Did you know there is a website called MassSave.com? [SELECT ONE.]
1. Yes
2. No [SKIP TO E1]
98. [Not Sure][SKIP TO E1]
99. [Refused] [SKIP TO E1]
[ASK IF D1 = 1, ELSE SKIP SECTION E]
D2. How many times have you visited the MassSave.com website in the past year? [SELECT
ONE.]
1. None [SKIP TO SECTION E1]
2. Once
3. 2-5 times
4. 6-10 times
5. 11 or more times
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF D2 > 1, ELSE SKIP TO SECTION E]
D3. When you last visited the MassSave.com website, what information did you search for?
Was it…
[MULTIPLE RESPONSE.] [ROTATE.][INTERVIEWER: READ ANSWER CHOICES]
1. Information on rebates and incentives for my business
2. Information on energy assessments for my business
3. Information in the Mass Save blog
4. Or information on energy efficiency tips?
97. [Other][Specify]

98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF D2 > 1, ELSE SKIP TO SECTION E]
D4. On a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 being “not at all useful” and 10 being “extremely useful”, how
useful was the information you found on the MassSave.com website when you last visited
it?
[RECORD 0-10 SCALE, DK, REFUSED.]
[ASK IF D4 < 3, ELSE SKIP TO D6]
D5. Why do you say that?
[OPEN END.] [RECORD VERBATIM.]
[ASK IF D2 > 1, ELSE SKIP TO SECTION E]
D6. Is there anything missing on the MassSave.com website that you would have liked to see
when you visited? [SELECT ONE.]
1. Yes
2. No [SKIP TO D8]
98. [Not Sure] [SKIP TO D8]
99. [Refused] [SKIP TO D8]
[ASK IF D6 = 1]
D7. What information would you have liked?
[OPEN END.] [RECORD VERBATIM.]
[ASK IF D2 > 1, ELSE SKIP TO SECTION E]
D8. On a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 is “not at all likely” and 10 is “extremely likely”, how
likely are you to recommend the MassSave.com website to a friend or family member
based on your last visit?
[RECORD 0-10 SCALE, DK, REFUSED.]

EXPOSURE TO MASS SAVE MESSAGING (AIDED)
[ASK IF MASS SAVE IS SELECTED IN C1 (= 1) OR C2 (= 1), ELSE SKIP TO F1]
E1. We’re interested in all of the places where you may have heard about how to save energy
at your business. Have you ever…
[ROTATE.] [RECORD YES, NO, NOT SURE, REFUSED FOR EACH.] [IF YES, FOLLOW UP WITH “IN
THE PAST YEAR OR BEFORE THAT?”]
E1_1. Seen a Mass Save billboard?
E1_2. Heard about Mass Save on the radio?
E1_3. Seen online advertising, videos, or infographics about Mass Save?
E1_4. Seen an advertisement for Mass Save on public transportation (e.g. the T,
commuter rail or bus)?
E1_5. Seen an article or advertisement for Mass Save in a business journal or magazine?
E1_6. Received an email about Mass Save?
E1_7. Seen information about Mass Save on social media sites (e.g., Facebook or
Twitter?)
E1_8. Seen an advertisement about Mass Save on TV?
[ASK IF MASS SAVE IS SELECTED IN C1 (= 1) OR C2 (= 1), ELSE SKIP TO G1]
E2. Where else have you seen or heard about Mass Save? Was it…[MULTIPLE RESPONSE.]
[ROTATE.][INTERVIEWER: READ ANSWER CHOICES]
1. Energy Bill
2. In the mail
3. Or word of Mouth, friends/family/coworkers?
4. Nowhere else
97. [Other][Specify]

98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF ANY RESPONSES IN E1 = 1 OR E2= 1, 2, 3 OR 97]
E3. Do you think the messages you heard or saw were clear? SELECT ONE.]
1. Yes
2. No
96. (Don’t recall)
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
BASELINE FOR 2018 CAMPAIGN
[ASK ALL] [ASK IF MASS SAVE IS SELECTED IN C1 (= 1) OR C2 (= 1), ELSE SKIP TO G1]
F1. On a scale from 0 to 10 where 0 is “not at all agree” and 10 is “completely agree”, how
much do you agree with the following statements?
[RECORD 0-10, 98=DK, 99=REF FOR EACH STATEMENT.]
1. Mass Save makes it easy to save money on my energy bill.
2. It’s simple and easy to save energy and money.
PROGRAM AWARENESS AND PARTICIPATION
[ASK ALL]
G1. Prior to this call [SURVEY FOR WEB], did you know that there are programs, solutions, and
incentives to help businesses in Massachusetts save energy? [SELECT ONE.]
1. Yes
2. No [SKIP TO G9]
98. [Not Sure] [SKIP TO G9]
99. [Refused] [SKIP TO G9]
[ASK IF G1 = 1, ELSE SKIP TO G9]
G2. What programs, solutions, and incentives are you aware of? [OPEN END.] [MULTIPLE
RESPONSE.]
1. (Incentives for energy efficient HVAC equipment)
2. (Incentives for energy efficient lighting)
3. (Incentives for energy efficient motors)
4. (Incentives for variable speed drives/VSDs)
5. (Incentives for energy efficient refrigeration equipment)
6. (Incentives for renewable energy)
7. (Energy assessments)
8. (Technical assistance)
9. (Incentives for compressed air projects)

10. (Incentives for energy efficiency custom projects)
11. (Rebates/incentives/programs for appliance upgrades)
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF G1 = 1, ELSE SKIP TO G9]
G3. What type of help or assistance do these programs, solutions, and incentives offer?
[OPEN END.] [MULTIPLE RESPONSE.]
1. (Energy assessments)
2. (Rebates/incentives/loans/cost savings for efficient equipment)
3. (Saving energy/general efficiency tips)
4. (Rebates/incentives/programs for lighting upgrades)
5. (Rebates/incentives/programs for appliance upgrades)
6. (Rebates/incentives/programs for heating and cooling upgrades)
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF G1 = 1, ELSE SKIP TO G9]
G4. What groups or organizations offer these programs, solutions, and incentives?
[OPEN END.] [MULTIPLE RESPONSE.]
1. (Utility companies/energy efficiency service providers)
2. (State government)
3. (Contractors/trade allies/Electricians/etc.)
4. (Mass Save)
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]

[ASK IF G1 = 1, ELSE SKIP TO G9]
G5. Has your business utilized any of the programs, solutions, or incentives we’ve discussed?
1. Yes, in the past year
2. Yes, a year or two ago
3. Yes, more than two years ago
4. No [SKIP TO G8]
98. [Not Sure] [SKIP TO G8]
99. [Refused] [SKIP TO G8]
[ASK IF G5= 1, 2 or 3, ELSE SKIP TO G8]
G6. What programs, solutions, or incentives did your business utilize?
[OPEN END.] [MULTIPLE RESPONSE, UP TO 5.]
1. (Rebates for energy efficient HVAC)
2. (Rebates for energy efficient lighting)
3. (Rebates for energy efficient motors)
4. (Rebates or variable speed drives/VSDs)
5. (Rebates for energy efficient refrigeration equipment)
6. (Rebates for renewable energy)
7. (Energy assessments)
8. (Technical assistance)
9. (Incentives for compressed air projects)
10. (Incentives for energy efficiency custom projects)
11. (Rebates/incentives/programs for appliance upgrades)
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF G5= 1, 2 or 3, ELSE SKIP TO G8]
G7. From the list I will read you, what were the main reasons you participated in the
program(s)?Tell me yes or no for each.
[MULTIPLE RESPONSE.] [SELECT TOP 3 RESPONSES.] [ROTATE.] [INTERVIEWER: READ ANSWER
CHOICES]
1. Saving money
2. Saving energy
3. Protecting the environment
4. For the benefit of future generations
5. Reducing our dependence on foreign oil
6. Helping Massachusetts lead the way on saving energy
7. Reducing air pollution
8. Increasing the value of my business
97. [Other][Specify]

99. [Refused]
[ASK IF G5 = 4, 98, 99 ELSE SKIP TO G9]
G8. Why didn’t you utilize any of the energy saving programs, services, or incentives we’ve
discussed?
[OPEN END.]
1. (I did not make any improvements or upgrades to my business)
2. (Cost of energy-efficient equipment)
3. (Business is already energy efficient)
4. (Business is too old)
5. (Didn’t have the time)
6. (Didn’t want to deal with the hassle)
7. (I don’t need the money)
8. (I didn’t know how to participate)
9. (Didn’t know where to get information)
10. (I didn’t know there were programs)
11. (Didn’t have financing options)
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK ALL]
G9. On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is “not at all likely” and 10 is “extremely likely”, how likely
are you to participate in an energy efficiency program in the next year? ”.
[RECORD 0-10, DK, REFUSED.]
[OPEN END.]
[ASK IF G9 > = 2, 98, 99 ELSE SKIP TO G12]
G10. Which program(s) are you most likely to participate in?
[MULTIPLE RESPONSE.] [ROTATE.]
1. (Incentives for energy efficient HVAC)
2. (Incentives for energy efficient lighting)
3. (Incentives for energy efficient motors)
4. (Incentives for variable speed drives/VSDs)
5. (Incentives for energy efficient refrigeration equipment)
6. (Incentives for renewable energy)
7. (Energy assessments)
8. (Technical assistance)
9. (Incentives for compressed air projects)
10. (Incentives for energy efficiency custom projects)
97. Other, specify
98. [Not Sure]

99. [Refused]
[ASK ALL]
G11. I appreciate your feedback. Mass Save is, in fact, a statewide energy efficiency partnership
between utilities and energy efficiency service providers to provide solutions and services
for ALL Massachusetts homes and businesses to save energy. These programs include
facility assessments and incentives for energy saving lighting, appliances, heating, and
cooling.
Were you aware of this before this call [SURVEY FOR WEB]?
1. Yes
2. No
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK ALL]
G12. And based on this general description, do you have a very favorable, somewhat favorable,
somewhat unfavorable opinion, or a very unfavorable opinion of Mass Save?
1. Very favorable
2. Somewhat favorable
3. Somewhat unfavorable
4. Very unfavorable
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
MEDIA USE
Next, I’d like to ask a few questions about your media usage.
[ASK ALL]
H1. On average how often do you listen to the radio? [SELECT ONE.]
1. Every Day
2. Often
3. Occasionally
4. Never
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF H1 <> 4, ELSE SKIP TO H3]
H2. What time are you most likely to listen to the radio? [SELECT ONE.]
1. Morning (Breakfast/Morning Drivetime)
2. Mid-morning/Afternoon (Daytime)
3. Early evening (Evening Drivetime)
4. Late evening

98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK ALL]
H3. About how often do you use the internet? [SELECT ONE.]
1. Several times a day
2. About once a day
3. 3-5 days a week
4. 1-2 days a week
5. Every few weeks
6. Less than every few weeks
7. Never
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused] [FOR WEB: PREFER NOT TO ANSWER]
[ASK ALL]
H4. What is the best way to reach businesses like yours to let them know about the Mass Save
programs? Please tell me yes or no for each. [MULTIPLE RESPONSE.] [ROTATE.][INTERVIEWER:
READ ANSWER CHOICES]
1. My utility’s website
2. Masssave.com
3. My utility’s bill insert
4. A letter or postcard from my utility, separate from monthly bill
5. Email from my utility
6. My contractor
7. Retail stores (Home Depot, Best Buy)
8. TV/Radio ads
9. Social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram)
10. Print media (Newspaper/magazine)
11. Family or friends
12. Internet ad
13. Text messages to my mobile phone
97. [Other, specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
FIRMOGRAPHICS
We’re almost finished. I have a few final questions about your facility.

[ASK ALL]
I1. What type of business do you operate?
[READ LIST IF NEEDED]
1. (Data Center)
2. (Laboratory)
3. (School or university)
4. (Healthcare or hospital)
5. (Hotel or motel)
6. (Industrial or manufacturing)
7. (Property management agency)
8. (Restaurant or food service)
9. (Warehouse, wholesaler, or storage)
10. (Grocery store)
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK ALL]
I2. Does your business own or lease this facility?
1. Company owns facility
2. Company leases facility
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK ALL]
I3. Is your facility managed by a property management firm?
1. Yes
2. No
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK ALL]
I4. Does your business have natural gas service?
1. Yes
2. No
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF I2=2, ELSE SKIP TO I7]

I5. Does your business pay its own electric bill or is it included in your rent?
1. Company pays own bill
2. Bill is included in rent
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK IF I2=2 AND I4 =1, ELSE SKIP TO I7]
I6. Does your business pay your own natural gas bill or is it included in your rent?
1. Company pays own bill
2. Bill is included in rent
3. Don’t use gas
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK ALL]
I7. How many employees, full plus part-time, are employed at this facility?
1. 1 – 10
2. 11- 25
3. 26 – 50
4. 51 – 100
5. 101 – 500
6. More than 500
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]
[ASK ALL]
I8. What is the approximate square footage of your facility?
[IF NEEDED: FOR THE FACILITY WHERE YOU ARE NOW. YOUR BEST GUESS IS FINE.]
[NUMERIC OPEN END.] [98 DK, 99 REF]
[ASK ALL]
I9. Which of the following categories best describes your business’ revenue in 2018?
1. Less than $100,000
2. $100,000 to less than $500,000
3. $500,000 to less than $1 million
4. $1 million to less than $5 million
5. $5 million to less than $10 million
6. $10 million to less than $20 million
7. More than $20 million
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]

[ASK ALL] [WEB ONLY]
I10. What category best describes your business?
[ROTATE.]
1. Retail
2. Professional services (office)
3. Municipal facilities
4. School or university
5. Healthcare (including medical office or hospital)
6. Hotel or motel (or other hospitality)
7. Industrial or manufacturing
8. Multifamily property management
9. Commercial or mixed-use property management
10. Restaurant or food service
11. Warehouse, wholesale, or storage
12. Grocery store
13. Data center
14. Laboratory
15. Automotive sales, service or repair
97. [Other][Specify]
98. [Not Sure]
99. [Refused]

CLOSING
Those are all of the questions. We appreciate your time and participation. Thank you on behalf of the
sponsors of Mass Save.
TERMINATION / INELIGIBLE RESPONDENTS
Based on your responses you are not eligible to complete the study. We appreciate your time and
willingness to participate. Thank you on behalf of the sponsors of Mass Save.”

